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Preface
How can we measure the impact – such as awareness for economic, ecological, and political matters
– of information, such as scientific publications, user-generated content, and reports from the public
administration, based on text data? This workshop brings together research from different theoretical
paradigms and methodologies for the extraction of impact-relevant indicators from natural language
text data and related meta-data. The papers in this workshop represent different types of expertise in
different methods for analyzing text data; spanning the whole spectrum of qualitative, quantitative,
and mixed methods techniques, as well as domain expertise in the field of impact measurement. The
program was built to create an interdisciplinary half-day workshop where we discuss possibilities,
limitations, and synergistic effects of different approaches.
These proceedings comprise the papers presented at the “First Workshop on Computational Impact
Detection from Text Data”, which is collocated with the “International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation” (LREC 2018), which takes place in May 2018 in Miyazaki, Japan.
We are thankful to the authors who submitted to this workshop, our Program Committee members
for their contributions, and LREC for including this workshop into their program.
J. Diesner, G. Rehm and A. Witt

May 2018
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Towards Determining Textual Characteristics of High and Low Impact
Publications
Yue Chen, Kenneth Steimel, Everett Green, Nils Hjortnaes, Zuoyu Tian,
Daniel Dakota, Sandra Kübler
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN, USA
{yc59,ksteimel,evegreen,nhjortn,zuoytian,ddakota,skuebler}@indiana.edu
Abstract
This paper is concerned with the question of whether we can predict the future impact of a paper based on the text of the paper. We
create a corpus of papers in computational linguistics, and we create gold standard impact annotations by using their Google Scholar
citation counts. We use supervised classification approaches to automatically predict impact of the papers. Our results when using very
simple features show some success, but they also show that the classifiers suffer from class imbalance problems.
Keywords: impact detection, data imbalance, corpus

1.

Introduction

This paper is concerned with the question whether we can
predict the future impact of a paper based on the text of
the paper. In other words, are there textual characteristics
that increase the impact of a paper? We define the impact
of a paper as its citation count. While this question sounds
somewhat unrealistic, it does make sense when looked at
from the angle that properly advertising one’s work should
have a positive effect on its reception. A well written paper
cannot succeed if there is no academic content. But some
papers that have the content, but package it suboptimally
may not get as much attention as they deserve. In this vein,
our question can be rephrased as: Which textual characteristics do we need to adapt in order to produce a successful
paper?
In our work, we investigate papers from the major conferences and journals in computational linguistics. We create a
corpus of such papers on the topics of parsing and machine
translation, and we create a gold standard of their impact by
using their Google Scholar citation counts. We then separate the papers into three classes: low impact, high impact,
and highest impact. We use supervised classification approaches to automatically predict impact of the papers. Our
results when using very simple features show some success,
especially when we use the full papers rather than just the
abstracts, but they also show that the classifiers suffer from
problems; they have a tendency to group all papers into the
low impact class, which is the majority class.
There are two possible reasons for the behavior of the classifiers: One possibility is that the features we use are not
predictive enough. The second possibility concerns the
problem of class imbalance since the highest impact setting
has very few examples. Depending on which of the reasons holds, we need to address the problem by either feature engineering or data sampling. To test the two hypotheses, We removed stopwords from the content, both abstracts
and whole texts. We also experimented with both downsampling and up-sampling. Random down-sampling of the
low and high citation classes yields more balanced performance across the classes but results in a reduced overall

accuracy due to the small amount of data used. This discrepancy is even more pronounced when only abstracts are
used. Synthetic minority up-sampling techniques produced
results very similar to the previous experiments.
The paper is structured as follows: We present related work
in section 2., followed by a description of the corpus in section 3.. Section 4. presents the experiments and results with
section 4.5. presenting an analysis of the features. We conclude with areas of future research in section 5..

2. Related Work
Traditional methods to determine the impact of a publication have heavily focused on citation counts. However,
there are many methodological issues to consider as well
as many caveats in these results. Furthermore, such metrics
are often only retroactively obtainable and cannot indicate
future impact. This has led to more focused work examining whether different sorts of features can be utilized to
gauge the future impact of a publication. We are aware
that this limits the objectivity of our gold standard (see section 3.), but since we are interested in automatic approaches
to predicting future impact based on text, we assume that a
switch in determining the gold standard will not have impact the usability of our methodology.

2.1.

Citation Count Impact

Rankings based on citation counts are often used to demonstrate the “importance” of a publication. This is often performed by simply counting the number of times a publication (or a group of citations) has been cited by a different set
of publications. More complex measures aim to account for
types of variation and instead focus on the average number
of citations on a set of papers and compensate for the length
of time publication has been in existence (i.e. weighting
publications having existed for three years against those for
fifty years). Such methodology does yield a plethora of
information. Adams et al. (2005) use citation probability
metrics on the the Institute for Scientific Information to discover certain trends including: Higher ranked universities’
citation sharing, mutual cross-over between scientific fields
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in citations, and that there is a lag of about three years for
the diffusion of information.
However, although informative and easy to access in terms
of information, relying strictly on citation counts and probability metrics is often misleading and prone to inherent
bias based on the given criteria. Meho and Yang (2007)
compile a corpus created by fusing different citation metric systems, such as WoS and Scopus, to demonstrate that
a selected metric significantly impacts how a publication
can be ranked based on citation counts as different metrics
exclude different fields, languages, or publication types.
Another approach taken is correlating the number of citations with the impact factor of the journal of publication
to examine the interaction of the two. Levitt and Thelwall
(2011) noted that standard citation metrics are not necessarily the best indicator of impact for the subject of economics,
as there is also a strong correlation with the journal of publication. This suggests that the forum of publication is also
relevant to impact, not just the number of citations and substance of the article.

2.2.

Predictive Impact

Traditional methods of impact assessment can only be performed after a reasonable amount of time has passed to allow for the dissemination of the publication into a research
community. Much of this work focuses on the use of citation counts to determine impact; however, this is rather
limited in terms of future predictability. Thus, approaches
utilizing more content for impact prediction have been an
area of more recent research.
Ibáñez et al. (2009) examined which types of classifiers and
features can be used to predict future citation frequency.
They found that certain classifiers, such as Naive Bayes,
performed better but also that certain tokens can actually
be indicative of a publications of future citation frequency.
Dietz et al. (2007) use an LDA-based approach that attempts to detect topical influence of cited documents on the
citing document by linking individual references and word
distributions on citing papers.
Other recent work has looked at how citation impact can be
predicted at a publication’s release. This has become relevant due to the electronic publication of many articles upon
release. Brody et al. (2006) found a correlation between
downloads of arXiv articles in certain scientific fields and
their citation and impact. They further argue that downloads can also show a usage impact that is not correlated to
citations and that as more databases become available, such
impact may only increase.
With the advent of social media, the announcement of the
existence of new publications is disseminated through these
mediums. This was explored by Eysenbach (2011) who
noted that Twitter can help predict high impact publications by the frequency a publication is tweeted within the
first few days of publication, suggesting that non-traditional
metrics can be used to immediately identify impact.

Year
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Total Papers
187
279
270
306
191
225

Parsing
83
108
135
130
67
81

Machine Translation
104
171
135
176
124
144

Table 1: Distribution of papers across years

on the field. Since we did not find any corpus that would
allow us to investigate this question, we created our corpus.
The corpus was sampled from leading publications in the
field of Computational Linguistics, and more specifically
from major conferences and journals that are incorporated
into the ACL Anthology1 . Specifically, we only took papers from the Computational Linguistics journal, ACL,
NAACL, EACL and EMNLP due to their content and
stylistic similarities. Since we need to access the text, using the PDFs from the anthology directly is of limited use.
Thus, we used the texts available from the ACL Anthology
Network2 for the textual basis. This corpus was created by
using OCR to convert the PDFs into text, with additional
post-processing using both scripts and manual labor (Radev
et al., 2009; Radev et al., 2013). We decided to concentrate
on two major topics of computational linguistics, parsing
and machine translation. To extract papers on those topics, all texts that use the words “parse” or “parsing” (case
invariant) in their title were extracted for the parsing category, and all papers using the words “translate”, or “translation” in the title were extracted for the machine translation
category3 .
Since we define the impact of paper in terms of the number
of citations a paper has received, we need to allow sufficient
time between publication of the original paper and of the
papers citing it. Thus, we chose a window of 5 to 10 years
ago, i.e., we consider papers published between 2007 and
2012. Table 1 displays the distribution of papers across the
years for which we collected data.
Citation counts were then collected for each of these papers
using Google Scholar4 . We extracted the citation counts
manually, and we list the sum of all citations if a paper is
listed more than once on Google Scholar.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of citation counts in the two
topics. Based on this distribution, we established three categories: a low citation count (0-29 citations), a high citation count (30-119), and an extremely high citation count
(>120). The graphs in Figure 1 show that this split results in a severely imbalanced data set, which will make the
automatic prediction of impact very challenging. Citation
counts follow a rough Zipfian distribution: 948 papers fall
into the low-count bin, 424 papers fall into the high-count
1

http://aclweb.org/anthology/
http://tangra.cs.yale.edu/newaan/
3
A third category corresponding to stance detection/sentiment
analysis was also collected. However, the resulting collection of
papers was too small to be of use.
4
https://scholar.google.com/
2

3.

Impact Corpus

We are interested in whether the content of a paper can give
us information on whether this paper will have an impact

2
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Figure 1: Citation class distribution with 3 classes
Topic
Parsing
MT

Low
381
567

High
181
243

Highest
42
44

Table 2: Class distribution by topic

bin and 86 papers fall into the final highest-count bin. Table 2 shows the distribution across the two topics.
We are looking into an alternative classification using five
citation classes as a way to mitigate the imbalance in the
data. The classes consist of a no impact class for papers
receiving 0 citations, a low class for papers with 1-15 citations, a moderate class for papers with 16-45, a high class
for papers with 46-125 and a very high class for papers with
more than 125 citations. The number of papers for this 5class system are shown in figure 2. This graph shows that
we obtain a less skewed data set.

4. Experiments
Our interest is whether we can predict a paper’s future impact based on characteristics in the paper. We conducted
a series of experiments to investigate how well the impact
class can be predicted based on characteristics of the text

3

Figure 2: The 5 class split
in papers. For these experiments, we use a simple bag of
words approach. All of the experiments presented here are
based on the skewed 3-class data split.
We experiment with two types of texts: paper abstracts
and full texts. This will ultimately answer the questions
whether we can determine the impact of a paper based
solely on the abstract and whether the abstract is as informative as the full paper. We also experiment with an additional pre-processing step: removing the stopwords. The
list of stopwords is obtained from NLTK (Bird et al., 2009).

4.1.

Extracting Abstracts

We extract abstracts automatically from the corpus using
regular expressions. The regular expression will take the
texts between the word “Abstract” and the word “Introduction”. As some of the papers do not follow this pattern,
their abstracts were not extracted. For these 70 papers, the
abstracts could not be identified successfully, therefore we
extracted those abstracts manually.

4.2.

Experimental Setup

To create the training, development and test datasets used,
we split the corpus per topic, i.e., we created separate training, development, and test sets for the parsing and the MT
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Classifier
Random Forest
Gradient Boost Trees
Adaptive Boosting
SVM

# features
All
10 000
All
5 000
All
4 000
All
10 000

Parsing
Accuracy
60.61
60.61
60.60
60.60
60.60
60.60
62.12
62.12

F-score
45.74
46.18
46.18
48.91
45.74
45.74
53.67
57.22

4

Machine Translation
# features Accuracy F-score
All
67.82
56.87
3 000
68.97
59.15
All
65.52
56.87
10 000
67.82
58.89
All
66.67
58.89
2 000
67.82
61.79
All
68.97
65.66
10 000
68.97
65.66

Table 3: Results for both topics using only the papers’ abstracts (boldface: majority classification)

domain. Out of every 10 papers, we randomly selected 1
paper for the development dataset, 1 paper for the test data,
and the remaining 8 papers for the training set.
For the features, we extracted word unigram, bigram, and
trigram counts from the texts of the training set. In the experiments shown in section 4.3., only the abstract is used
for feature extraction while the experiments in section 4.4.
use the entire text including the abstract. Then, we performed feature selection via a filter method, using both χ2 goodness of fit and Mutual Information. The features with
the highest scores below a specified count threshold are
kept while all others are removed. We only report results
using Mutual Information. χ2 tends to result in similar, occasionally somewhat lower performance.
To gauge how sensitive performance is to specific machine
learning approaches, we experiment with a variety of classification algorithms: Random Forest, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Adaptive Boosting, and Gradient Boost using shallow decision trees. We use the implementation in
scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Each of the
classifiers is trained using an exhaustive search over hyperparameter values.

4.3.

Classifying Abstracts

The results for both topics are shown in table 3. The table
shows several interesting results: First, it is clear from looking at accuracy that word n-grams do not provide enough
information to determine impact of papers reliably. Additionally, the F-scores are considerably lower than the accuracies. This difference gives us an indication one problem: Many of the results are based on majority classification, i.e., the machine learner exclusively chooses the class
that constitutes the majority class in the training data. Such
cases are indicated in bold in the table. This shows that
most of the classifiers prefer majority classification. Feature selection, which has been shown to have the potential
of being useful in problems with class imbalance (Kübler et
al., 2017), does not have any effect on accuracy in parsing.
For the machine translation topic, it has a positive effect on
all ensemble methods but does not improve the accuracy of
SVMs. We will return to the question of majority classification below and have a closer look at performance per class.
As we described above, we repeated the experiments after
having removed the stopwords. For abstract only features,
this pre-processing step did not help with either accuracy or
F-score.

A second trend that is obvious from table 3 is that predicting
impact for the machine translation topic is more successful
than for parsing: The highest accuracy reaches almost 70%
while for parsing, the highest accuracy is around 62%. This
cannot be explained by the imbalance in the data since machine translation has a higher skewing factor (the majority
class is 1.98 times more likely than the other two classes
combined) than parsing (1.71 times). Especially for SVMs,
the F-scores are close to the accuracies, which means that
the classifier goes beyond majority classification.
Returning to the issue of majority classification, table 4
shows the results in terms of precision and recall for selected experiments. These results show how serious the issue is: for parsing, SVM and Gradient Boosted Trees are
the only classifiers that can identify at least some papers in
the High class. For machine translation, all classifiers successfully identify some of the High class. However, none of
the settings identifies any of the papers in the Highest class.
At this point, it is unclear whether this is a consequence of
the class imbalance in the data set or whether our feature set
is not expressive enough to distinguish the classes. Further
experiments using methods to address class imbalance are
needed.

4.4.

Classifying Full Papers

We now turn to the experiments where we use the full text
instead of abstracts. The results of those experiments are
shown in table 5. These results show that predicting impact based on the full text is more successful than predictions using only the abstract: For parsing, Adaptive Boosting reaches an accuracy of 77.27%, which is about 17%
absolute higher than for abstracts. For machine translation,
the same classifier reaches 72.41%, which is 5% absolute
higher than its results on abstracts. Interestingly, both of
these results are based on a small number of features chosen by feature selection. The corresponding F-scores show
similar trends.
The results for the experiments in which we removed the
stopwords are shown in table 6. We focus on the same
settings as in table 5 to allow for a direct comparison between the two settings. These results show several interesting trends: For parsing, removing stopwords results in
a massive deterioration across all classifiers. For machine
translation, in contrast, Adaptive Boosting shows a minimal
gain of 0.8% absolute in terms of F-score, and Random Forest gains close to 8% absolute. The reason for these gains
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Topic
Parsing

Classifier
Random Forest
SVM

Machine translation

# features
10 000
10 000

Gradient Boost Trees

5 000

Adaptive Boosting

4 000

Random Forest

3 000

SVM

All

Gradient Boost Trees

10 000

Adaptive Boosting

2 000

Class
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest

Precision
61.54
0.00
0.00
67.31
42.86
0.00
62.90
25.00
0.00
60.61
0.00
0.00
67.86
100.00
0.00
71.83
64.29
0.00
72.05
62.50
0.00
68.83
60.00
0.00

5

Recall
100.00
0.00
0.00
87.50
27.27
0.00
97.50
4.55
0.00
100
0.00
0.00
100.00
12.00
0.00
89.47
34.62
0.00
85.96
38.46
0.00
92.98
23.08
0.00

Table 4: Per class precision and recall for abstracts

Classifier
Adaptive Boosting
Support Vector Machines
Random Forest

# features
1 000
50 000
2 000

Parsing
Accuracy
77.27
68.18
71.21

F-score
74.56
60.35
65.56

Machine Translation
# features Accuracy F-score
3 000
72.41
65.38
50 000
71.26
64.43
1 000
71.26
64.50

Table 5: Results for both topics using the whole text (including stopwords)

Classifier
Adaptive Boosting
Support Vector Machines
Random Forest

# features
1 000
50 000
2 000

Parsing
Accuracy
57.58
54.55
66.67

F-score
56.61
56.36
60.00

Machine Translation
# features Accuracy F-score
3 000
71.26
66.19
50 000
59.77
58.73
1 000
74.71
72.44

Table 6: Results for both topics using the whole text (no stopwords)

require further investigation.

these highly cited papers.

Table 7 shows the results in terms of precision and recall per
class. These results corroborate our findings from table 5:
The classifiers are all more successful in identifying High
Impact papers than when they only have access to abstracts.
This means that full papers contain more information about
whether a paper has future impact on the field. When we
allow stopwords in the features set, we do not find any of
the Highest Impact papers. When we remove stopwords,
however, SVM is able to predict the highest class with a
precision of 12.50% and a recall of 25.00%. Even though
these results are not stellar, we find this very encouraging
in that feature engineering shows some impact on finding

4.5.

Feature Analysis

Here we examine what types of features are selected by the
feature selection model on abstracts. We focus on general
trends within the features and potential correlations with
known real world events during the selected time frame.
We first have a look at the experiments using abstracts only.
For the top features for parsing, it is easier to identify common patterns and trends than for their machine translation counterparts. For example, the CoNLL 2007 shared
task (Nivre et al., 2007) played an influential role in the
direction of the field and is aligned with our time interval.
This is noted in the returned features return for parsing as
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Topic
Parsing

Classifier
Adaptive Boosting
Support Vector Machines

Machine
Translation

# features
1 000
50 000

Random Forest

2 000

Adaptive Boosting

3 000

Support Vector Machines
Random Forest

50 000
1 000

Class
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest
Low
High
Highest

With Stopwords
Precision Recall
79.17
95.00
76.47
59.09
0
0
65.57 100.00
100.00
22.73
0
0
71.43 100.00
77.78
31.82
0
0
71.25 100.00
85.71
23.08
0
0
70.00 100.00
85.71
23.08
0
0
70.89
98.25
75.00
23.08
0
0

6

Without Stopwords
Precision Recall
70.00
70.00
40.00
45.45
0
0
74.29
65.00
39.13
40.90
12.50
25.00
69.64
97.50
33.33
9.09
0
0
75.81
82.46
52.00
50.00
0
0
70.49
75.44
39.13
34.62
0
0
78.13
87.72
65.23
57.69
0
0

Table 7: Precision and recall using the whole text
not only are references to the shared task returned, but many
related terms: multilingual, dependency parsing, track. Not
only was the shared task influential, but many of the then
state-of-the-art systems participated in the task. This explains why so many of the top features can easily be associated with this knowledge. This leads to an interesting
aspect: that by taking a small time interval, the currently
most prominent topics will lead to the highest correlation
to impact. One way to address this issue may be the use of
topic modeling, for modeling this association between current topics of interest in the field and citation counts.This
needs to be investigated further.
The features selected for machine translation, however, are
not particularly informative. In the experiments using stopwords, many of the high-ranking features for MT are stopwords: the, we, to. While it is possible that certain grammatical constructions may be more clear, and thus papers
that use these constructions may be cited more often, it does
not seem likely. Comparing the features returned by both
Mutual Information and Chi-square do not yield particularly interpretable features. In the experiments disregarding
stopwords, many features can easily be associated with the
field in general: system, evaluation, domain. Such features
should provide any value in distinguishing between different levels of impact. This would help explain why there is
little improvement gained without adding large quantities
of features.
One exception is “Joshua” which refers to an MT system released in 2009 (Li et al., 2009) and is returned as
a high ranking feature. This is interesting given that it was
intended to be an alternative to the MT system “Moses”
(Koehn et al., 2007) released in 2007 which is also a returned feature but with a much lower ranking. This further
supports the notion of using topics as features for the classifier may give us access to current trends in the field as an
indication of high impact features. However, one downside

to using topics in this manner is that these topics may be
too specific to a given time interval, and would not have the
same usefulness in terms of determining impact for publication during a different era given that trends change.

5. Future Work
We have only scratched the surface of the problem of identifying the future impact of a paper based on textual features only. More experimentation and examination of the
features is still required, particularly with regard to preprocessing decisions and the additions of various types of
representations (e.g., lemmatization). We predict that these
preprocessing decisions will have a strong impact on our
results. Unlike many prediction tasks in which text is often shorter or limited (such as opinion mining of Twitter
data), more text is available, thus there is a need to determine the best way of preprocessing such texts to eliminate
as much noise as possible while also keeping specific types
of non-standard features (e.g., keeping track of the number
of figures or tables).
Additionally, while we see some success of classifiers
in predicting high impact papers, we need to investigate
whether other feature types are useful or whether we can
improve results by using methods to address class imbalance in the data. Additional feature types will include character n-grams, which have been used successfully in stance
detection tasks with imbalanced data (Mohammad et al.,
2016), but also dependency triples and chains. Class imbalance can be addressed by upsampling methods that create
artificial examples. In addition, the five way split described
in section 3. may balance the classes better.
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Abstract

Taking the impact of the Fukushima incident on the global discourse about nuclear energy as a case study, the present paper shows
how to integrate computational linguistic methods into corpus-based discourse analysis (CDA). After an extensive literature review
with regards to the related hermeneutic work, we present the corpus linguistic methods and point out methodological extensions. These
extensions include visualization techniques that might help hermeneutic researchers explore large corpora, and second-order collocates,
which help triangulate the semantics of lexical items. In our case study, we firstly give an in-depth analysis of the discourses that
have formed around salient lexical items, in particular nuclear phase-out and energy transition, in the German Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung (FAZ) and the Japanese Yomiuri (both are conservative newspapers of the respective countries). We then provide preliminary
results for the impact that the discourse had on German Twitter data. Last but not least, we show what effect the discourse has had on
second-order collocates of the lexical item Germany in the FAZ corpus.
Keywords: Corpus-Based Discourse Analysis, Fukushima, Computer-Mediated Communication, Visualization, Collocations

1.

Introduction

The world is currently witnessing a fundamental transformation of the political public sphere on a global scale. On
the one hand, one can observe a powerful process of politicization in the guise of increasingly successful populist and
oftentimes anti-European or even anti-democratic parties.
On the other, some of the largest global protest movements
against nuclear power, free-trade agreements, or social and
economic inequality have occurred since the 1970s. In this
regard, Fukushima represents a prototypical example for
the intramedial and transmedial connections between national media discourses, namely in (1) the public spheres
as represented in the mass media (“edited mass communication”) and (2) the semi-public sphere in social media
(“mass self-communication”).
We consider the emergence of a global media discourse
on renewable and nuclear energy in the aftermath of the
Fukushima Daiichi disaster to be an ideal and politically
highly relevant case study to study these multiple facets of
this transformation of the transnational public sphere, particularly the shift in attitudes and opinions towards nuclear
energy. This is not only due to the fact that it was a truly
transnational global media event covered by the mass media
worldwide (Hartwig et al., 2016; Hayashi, 2013; Ito, 2012;
Koch et al., 2016), but also because it was an impetus for
the formation of a transnationally networked anti-nuclear
social movement (Kobayashi, 2011; Liscutin, 2011; Obinger, 2015; Sano et al., 2012; Slater et al., 2012; Thomson
et al., 2012; Tsuda, 2011).
In our research, we analyze the tempo-spatial dissemination
and framing of media discourses across different media and
languages (i.e. their culture-specific linguistic realizations)
in a complex connective network, which enables us to detect distinct distributional and linguistic patterns of the multiple forms of manipulation in the transnational algorithmic

public sphere. In the paper at hand we present preliminary
results of our approach to study the multidirectionality and
intermedia complexity of the transformation of the transnational public sphere through a transmedial and transnational
analysis of the articulated (verbal) connectivities in the media discourse on nuclear energy in Japan and Germany in
the mass media and a social media network (Twitter1 ) in
the years 2011–2014.
In particular, we will take multiple levels into consideration: (a) the intra-media process of dissemination of statements, attitudes, and opinions framing nuclear energy, (b)
the inter-media reciprocities and convergences between social media and the mass media (e.g. trending topics on
Twitter becoming news, test-marketing of headlines online
before ending up in the printed version of a paper, or the
dissemination of journalistic news via Twitter), (c) both of
these on a temporal (i.e. 2011–2014) and a transnational
axis (i.e. Germany and Japan).2
The two countries have been chosen because they have
comparable mass media systems (public and private broadcasting, newspapers with a broad spectrum of conservative
and liberal papers). Moreover, the two countries were affected by the Fukushima disaster in significantly different
ways, which makes them ideal for contrastively studying
transnational processes. It is usually argued that the accident turned into a global watershed for domestic atomic en1
Twitter has turned into one of the most important tools in
election campaigns and political agitation, aside from Facebook
(Conway et al., 2015; Davis et al., 2016; Jungherr et al., 2016).
Twitter is considered a particularly rich source of social media
data because it has several advantages over other social media networks: accessibility, metadata availability, sample size, and the
briefness of tweets (Burghardt, 2015; Mejova et al., 2015).
2
The present work is based on one newspaper from each country as well as German Twitter data. Future research will include
more newspapers and Japanese Twitter data.
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ergy policies and public attitudes towards the use of nuclear
power and the use of renewable energy. However, while in
Germany the so-called “Fukushima Effect” has contributed
to an immediate phase-out plan, in Japan itself, nuclear energy still remains a core element in the domestic energy
mix. Moreover, with Japanese and German, our study covers western and non-western languages, offering not only
promising results from linguistic and intercultural comparisons but also poses certain difficulties when studying distant languages in comparison or relation.

2.

Related hermeneutic work

The global impact of the second largest nuclear accident in
human history is commonly described as the Fukushima
Effect in recent publications focusing on the short-term
and long-term economic, political, or sociocultural consequences of the disaster (Arlt and Wolling, 2016; Hartwig
et al., 2016; Hindmarsh and Priestley, 2016; Wolling and
Arlt, 2014; Zeh and Odén, 2014). However, existing studies looking into the so-called Fukushima Effect in the sense
of a transnational media discourse (e.g. the coverage and
framing of the event itself or detectable changes in opinions and attitudes towards nuclear energy; cf. Scheufele
(1999)) remain one-dimensional in terms of the methods
or theoretical approaches applied, the types of media taken
into consideration, and with regard to geographical regions
under study, with a particular bias on Germany and Japan.
They analyze attitudes and public opinion either across different media but only for a single national context, or from
a transnational perspective but then only with regard to a
single medium (usually newspapers).
Moreover, data sets cover a relatively short time period
(usually from 4 weeks to at most 12 months after March
2011). Wolling and Arlt (2014) for instance, drawing on an
analysis of German mass media coverage and survey data,
diagnose a moderate Fukushima effect on Germany’s political decision to phase out nuclear energy in summer 2011,
arriving at the conclusion that the effect of Fukushima was
much more drastic than that of Chernobyl because Japan
was considered a high-tech country with tight security standards. Nienierza (2014), as well as Seiffert and Fähnrich
(2014) arrive at a similar conclusion based on a content
analysis of newspaper articles, and emphasize that nuclear
energy had already been framed rather negatively in Germany prior to 2011.
Kepplinger and Lemke (2015) carried out an international
and multimedia study of TV news and newspapers (but not
social media) in the immediate weeks after the tsunami and
meltdown, arguing that news coverage of Japan was related
to domestic nuclear energy policy significantly more often
in Germany and Switzerland (which opted for a phase-out
as well), than in France or the UK, where nuclear energy
still remains a core element of the domestic energy mix.
Similarly, Hayashi (2013) studied German TV news reporting and found that 40% of the reports about the events
in Fukushima were connected to Germany’s domestic nuclear policy (cf. Ito (2012) and Honma (2016) for a critical perspective). Abe (2015), based on a content analysis
of newspaper editorials from Mar 2011–Dec 2012, divides
the Japanese newspaper landscape into a denuclearization
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camp (Asahi, Mainichi) and a pro-nuclear policy camp
(Sankei, Yomiuri); Yoshino (2013) conducted a comparatively smaller study for Asahi and Yomiuri, but arrives at
similar conclusions. Based on content and sentiment analysis of newspaper articles from Mar–Sept 2011, they found
that while left-leaning Asahi frequently referred positively
to Germany’s phase-out, the conservative paper Sankei criticized Germany’s dependency on its neighbors to sustain its
energy demands in the transition period after the phase-out
and emphasized Japan’s economic vulnerability.
This bias in the reporting of many newspapers in Japan is
also supported by a study by Satoh (2011) (see also Schäfer
(2012); Schäfer (2017)), who analyzed the very limited reporting of anti-nuclear demonstrations in Tokyo (Mar–Sept
2011). Hartwig et al. (2016, 114), diagnosing a “gap in
studies analyzing international news in Japan concerning
Germany’s energy policy shift after Fukushima”, studied
the Japanese mass media coverage (newspapers) of nuclear
energy in Germany to understand the potential impact of
what Gono’i (2015) has called a “boomerang [Fukushima]
effect” on domestic nuclear energy policies in Japan. One
might thus argue that the Fukushima Effect in the mass media and on social media worked in at least two directions,
namely as a (re-)framing of nuclear energy inside and outside of Japan after the accident on the one hand, and as the
reverse effect of this (re-)framing outside of Japan on the
Japanese media discourse on the other.

3.

Methodology

We touch related methodological work in the present section. However, it should be noted that we are striving for
a methodological revision of discourse analysis, which is
why there is only a very limited selection of related work at
hand.

3.1.

Keywords, Collocations, and Discourse

One of our goals is to give an in-depth analysis of the
language data produced by mass and social media after
the Fukushima incident. We biuld on corpus-based discourse analysis (CDA) (see e. g. Baker (2006); Baker et al.
(2008)), which in principal boils down to the aggregation
and subsequent deconstruction of concordance lines. The
categories in which the textual data is divided in a CDA
have to be made up by the hermeneutic researcher while
dealing with the data, and cannot be known a priori. This
approach thus differs fundamentally from automatic topic
modelling or classification into ad hoc categories.
We understand discourses to be formed around lexical
items, which we call key words, key items, or simply (discourse) nodes. The collocations of these key items are interpreted as attitudes or stances that can be taken towards
the nodes. An example for a discourse is given by Baker
(2006, 86): “refugees as victims.”3
3
Note that key words in this context does not necessarily mean
words that have been determined by a keyword analysis in a traditional (corpus) linguistic sense. In fact, keyword analyses and
collocation analyses can be translated into one another: a classical
keyword analysis, which compares frequency lists of two corpora
against one another, is equal to a collocation analysis where the
context equals the respective texts of the keyword analysis.
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Figure 1: Paragraph-based collocates of nuclear phase-out (Atomausstieg) in the FAZ corpus of 2011, automatically arranged by semantic similarity using word embeddings and t-SNE. Size represents association strength to the node word
(nuclear phase-out). Semantic fields are already loosely clustered together, which makes arrangement easier for hermeunitic interpretation. The post-hoc categories identified by the hermeneutic interpreter are politics (red), actions and
challenges of energy transition (blue), and economic capital and issues (green).
In a collocation analysis, the window size (together with
the association measure) influences the collocates that can
be retrieved. A very conservative window size of, say,
3 will retrieve lexical items closely attributed to the node
word, whereas wider window sizes might retrieve connotated items. Besides window-based collocations, we use
generalized contexts such as tweets, paragraphs, and whole
articles in the present paper. In our analyses, we use the
standard log-likelihood measure as implemented in CQPweb (see Hardie (2012) for implementation details).
We do not use automatic Word Sense Disambiguation
(WSD) techniques since we are interested in a more finegrained triangulation of the semantic space: methodologically commited to distributional semantic models, we assume that the semantics of a word depends on the specific
contexts at hand. It is thus reasonable and straightforward
to look at second-order collocates when diving deeper into
the semantics of a word, i. e. to retrieve items that collocate
with the lexical node in the context of a discourse (see section 5.). Automatic WSD techniques, in contrast, can only
categorize homographs into pre-defined (and very coarse)
categories.
Although CDA reduces research bias – since the researcher
is confronted with empirical data – this triangulation comes
with an intense work load. We therefore actively de-

velop (and use) visualization techniques for semantic fields,
which make the results of keyword and collocation analyses
(which are essentially n-best lists which have to be sorted
by semantic categories) easier to interpret. On that account,
we project word vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013) produced by
parsing Wikipedia data onto a two-dimensional space using t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE)
(van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008). For an outcome of this
process, see figure 1, which displays collocates of the lexical node nuclear phase-out in a newspaper corpus. Semantically similar words are automatically grouped together;
the hermeneutic interpreter thus can rely on pre-grouped
words to form categories.4

3.2.

Corpora and corpus preparation

We use several newspaper corpora and data from social media, particularly Twitter, in our research. In the present paper, we focus on the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ)
for Germany, and the Yomiuri for Japan (we have acquired
corpora of both newspapers for the years 2011–2014), both
being very conservative newspapers in the respective country. Additionally, we use a sample of 10,266,835 German
4
Note that we can only display words for which vectors have
been created. To this end, words that do not appear on Wikipedia
frequently enough are not displayed at all.
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tweets collected in the years 2011–2014. We also have a
sample of roughly 300,000,000 Japanese tweets which we
will analyze in further reserach.
The newspaper corpora are pre-processed with standard
tools (TreeTagger5 for German and MeCab6 for Japanese).
The TreeTagger software lemmatizes German tokens;
MeCab splits Japanese texts into short-unit morphemes.
Processing computer-mediated communication (CMC) is
more difficult: we use specialized software for tokenization
(Proisl and Uhrig, 2016) and POS-tagging (Proisl, 2018) of
German tweets. Lemmatization of CMC data is work in
progress; to this end, we use TreeTagger to lemmatize German CMC. Moreover, building on earlier work, we deduplicate the data, which helps getting rid of social bots and
other unwanted noise (Schäfer et al., 2017).

3.3.

Measuring Impact

In the paper at hand, we measure the impact of an event
(the Fukushima incident) and therefore know a priori what
discourses we are looking for (and what kind of reaction
we can expect): the incident had an obvious adverse effect
on the public stance about nuclear energy, and anti-nuclear
movements have thus formed in social media and have been
seized by the mass media on the one hand; on the other, social media was influenced by news reports in the mass media; and discourses have subsequently found their way into
politics. We hope that once we have analyzed these particular discourses, we can proceed to use the characteristics to
give more information to the hermeneutic interpreter.
Note that key words and their collocates are suitable linguistic items for measuring impact: the statistical significance of collocates indicates the salience of the discourse
at hand; the propagation of the found discourses (consisting of node words and their respective collocates) through
the social network gives insights into the reception among
the agents in the network.

4.

Case study Fukushima Effect

We focus on the key word nuclear phase-out (脱原発) for
the Japanese Yomiuri in the years 2011 and 2014. We first
extract article-based collocations (see section 3.1.) of this
keyword in section 4.1. We then show in section 4.2. how
the discourse in German mass media was influenced by the
Fukushima incident. In particular, we look at paragraphbased collocates of nuclear phase-out (Atomausstieg) and
the more prevalent discourse around the topic node energy transition (Energiewende) in the German corpus of the
FAZ.
Section 4.3. concludes the case study with a temporal analysis of the propagation of the lexical items through the German Twitter network. In section 5., we then show how the
nuclear phase-out debate has spilled over to the distributional semantics of the lexical item Germany in the FAZ
corpus.
5
http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/˜schmid/
tools/TreeTagger/
6
https://taku910.github.io/mecab/

4.1.
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Analysis of Japanese mass media

In general, the change in discourses in the Yomiuri can be
analyzed by performing a keyword analysis of the subcorpus of all the articles of 2014 compared to the subcorpus
of 2011 (or vice versa). Such an analysis retrieves obvious items such as the lexical items Tōhoku earthquake
and tsunami, Fukushima accident, evacuation, radiation,
and Khadafi for 2011, compared to Abe, Olympics (Sochi,
Brazil), Ukraine, law-evading drug, Nankai megathrust
earthquakes, consumption tax, reinterpretation of Japan’s
constitution, collective self-defense right, Mount Ontake
eruption, and Islam for 2014. We will leave it to the reader
to come up with interpretations for this general keyword
analysis.
An article-based collocation analysis of nuclear phase-out
retrieves insights into the discourse surrounding the topic
that we are interested in. In 2011, the top 50 collocates
can roughly be categorized in three major semantic fields.
Firstly, political actors and politics itself: Kan (菅), Noda
(野田), prime minister (首相), the democratic party (民主
党), administration (政権), as well as policy (政策), transition (転換), and strategy (方針). Secondly, the collocates
are economic issues connect with the nuclear energy sector:
nuclear energy (原子力), power generation (発電), electricity (電力), operation (稼働), and reconstruction (復興).
Thirdly, collocates in the technological category that touch
negative aspects of the nuclear energy sector: safety (安全),
fuel (燃料), shutdown (停止), and location (立地).
In 2014, nuclear phase-out collocates on an article-level
mostly with elections and politics (point of dispute (争点),
claim (主張), appeal (訴える,訴え), zero (ゼロ), policy
(政策), street speech (演説, as used in 街頭演説)) and
the various political actors Koizumi (小泉), Masuzoe (舛
添), Hosokawa (細 川), Abe (安 倍), the Japan Restoration Party (維新), and councillor (議員). There are fewer
words regarding economics in comparison to 2011: operation (稼働), energy (エネルギー), power generation (発
電), electricity (電力), and the economic policies advocated
by Shinzō Abe (Abenomics, アベノミクス).
The differences in the nuclear phase-out discourse can thus
be summarized in the following way: Firstly, the political
actors changed. Secondly, not only was the Japanese administration discussed in 2011, but also political decisions
of European leaders (Berlusconi, Sarkozy, Merkel, and
Schröder). In 2014, political actors and organisations advocating phase-out and criticizing Abenomics appear, and
discussions transfer to the street, which is suggested by the
collocate (street) speech ((街頭) 演説); nuclear phase-out
is thus used in political campagains. Among the speakers
cited in the Yomiuri are former prime ministers Koizumi
and Hosokawa, who became active supporters of nuclear
phase-out. Debates in the economic sector were concerned
on the restart of nuclear power plants after the inspections
and critics towards Abenomics.

4.2.

Analysis of German mass media

Table 1 gives an overview of the FAZ in the years 2011 and
2014 as well as the the discourses about nuclear phase-out
and energy transition on a token- and paragraph-level. The
salience of the energy transition debate has arguably not
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restriction
nuclear phase-out
– in 2011
– in 2014
energy transition
– in 2011
– in 2014

#occurrences
1,051
525
103
7,166
1,474
1,308

per mill.
7.05
16.08
2.95
48.07
38.11
41.90

#articles
748
409
88
3,808
840
805

#occ. in par.
919
525
97
6,354
1,272
1,308

#par.
844
473
93
5,422
1,133
1,129
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#tokens in par.
104,121
57,828
10,753
621,178
130,319
131,880

Table 1: Sub-corpora restricted to lemma searches for two key words. Left hand side: descriptive figures for the whole
corpus (the whole corpus consists of 306,580 articles divided into 1,598,208 paragraphs with 149,058,904 tokens running
text). Right hand side: descriptive figures for paragraphs.

much changed between 2011 and 2014: the lexical item
energy transition (Energiewende) appeared 7,166 in 3,808
different articles in the whole corpus (amounting to 48.07
occurrences per million words); in 2011, it appeared 38.11
times per million words, compared to 41.90 times per million in 2014.7
The right hand side of table 1 shows the distribution of the
respective items in paragraphs; nuclear phase-out e. g. has
appeared 919 times in 844 different paragraphs8 , and these
paragraphs amount to 104,121 tokens. When looking at the
lexical item nuclear phase-out, we are diving deeper into a
discourse about energy transition, since the former is one
of the collocates of the latter. Note that the discourse about
nuclear phase-out had become very prominent in the aftermath of the Fukushima incident in 2011, and had subsided
by 2014.
The top 50 paragraph-based collocates of nuclear phaseout both in 2011 and in 2014 can roughly be divided
into three categories just like in Japan (cf. figure 1
keeping in mind footnote 4): Firstly, political actors
(Merkel, federal chancellor (Bundeskanzlerin), federal
government (Bundesregierung)) and political issues such
as ethics commission (Ethikkommission), lifetime extension
(Laufzeitverlängerung), and electricity supply (Stromversorgung). Secondly, economic actors (German energy producers such as RWE, Eon, and EnBW) and the price of
electricity (Strompreis). Thirdly, technological issues, such
as nuclear, gas-fired, and coal power plant (Gaskraftwerk,
Kohlekraftwerk, Atomkraftwerk) as well as atomic mile
(Atommeiler) and the electricity grid (Stromnetz).
The technolocial aspects, political issues and actors have
remained the same both in 2011 and 2014, presumably because the issues of a nuclear phase-out are associated with
specific aspects, actions (for example the shutdown of nuclear power plants), the concept of energy transition and
the challenges it presents. However, a deeper analysis of
the collocates and concordance lines reveals some differences. In 2011, the FAZ mainly covered political actors,
the energy industry and issues related to energy policy (security of supply (Versorgungsicherheit), nuclear fuel taxation (Brennelementesteuer)). Political actors debated about
issues relating to the previous decision to prolonging the
7
This means that the discourse about this topic was more
prominent in the years in between.
8
The remaining occurrences can be attributed to titles, subtitles, and figure captions.

lifetime of nuclear power plants and the imminent decision
to phase out nuclear energy. In 2014, the discourse shifted
slightly towards collocates such as investor protection (Investorenschutz) and potential lawsuits (Klage).9

4.3.

Analysis of German social media

Figure 2 shows the impact that the Fukushima incident had
on discussions in the German Twitter network. Two preliminary notes: firstly, the top panel shows the monthly signal
strength, which varies substantially over time. Whereas we
have rather good coverage in 2011, we only have roughly
one tenth of the data available for subsequent years.
Secondly, whereas the dashed lines show the salience of
the topics in terms of a relative proportion of the number of
tweets containing the topic node compared to all available
tweets, the solid line shows the results when only taking
into account originals (i. e. no retweets), which have furthermore been cleansed from any duplicates10 . The effect
of retweets and duplicates (some of this effect presumably
being produced by social bots) can be interpreted in terms
of “echo chambers”, amplifying the original signal. Note
that the figure displays a decrease in relative frequency
when moving from the dashed to the solid line and is not
due to an decrease of data material.11
We will restrict ourselves to two conclusions in the scope
of this paper: Firstly, the nuclear phase-out debate sparked
immediately after the incident and subsided rapidly afterwards. Secondly, although the energy transition debate also
received a stark impetus on March 11, 2011, the debate
seems to be independently prominent: it is a sustained topic
that is being sparked many times in the aftermath. These increases in relative frequency can be used to extract points
in time that indicate external incidents or events.
9

The story appears similar when looking at article-based collocates; however, as expected, the collocates are more general when
retrieved on the basis of articles. They then e. g. comprise the
TTIP, and the midterm elections in the US. The nuclear phaseout debate thus seems to have been covered in the context of other
debates.
10
The deduplication takes place on heavily normalized tweets
(Schäfer, 2017).
11
In the case of the deduplicated data, the number of tweets
containing the topic node as well as the denominator (“available
tweets”) is decreased.
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Figure 2: Top panel: Signal strength of our tweet data set (on a monthly basis). For our analyses, we only take into account
months for which we have at least 50,000 tweets (as indicated by a horizontal line). Bottom panel: Temporal propagation
of key words through the German Twitter network. The vertical line represents the time of the Fukushima incident.

5.

Second-order collocates
12

We conclude by looking at second-order collocates of the
very salient13 lexical item Germany in the FAZ corpus. Figure 3 shows collocates of Germany in the whole corpus (left
hand panel) and in the sub-corpus of all paragraphs containing the lexical item energy transition. Recall that the visual
arrangements is due to breaking down word vectors into
two dimensions; the salience of the collocate determines its
size. Note that the arrangement is the same in both settings
(we use the same projection in both cases), but the size and
selection of collocates varies.
In the unrestricted case, the most prominent collocates of
Germany are realted to the Europe and its countries (federal republik (Bundesrepublik), Europe (Europa), Austria
(Österreich), Great Britain (Großbritannien), and France
(Frankreich)), as well as Kabel and Alternative (two very
frequent multi-word units are “Kabel Deutschland”, the
largest cable television provider in Germany, and “Alternative für Deutschland”, a right-wing political party
that has gained popularity in recent years and has even
12

For ease of implementation, we use window-based collocations in the present study. The window-size is set to 5, and loglikelihood has been chosen as association measure.
13
Albeit we already have a very large corpus of newspapers,
looking at second-order collocates is only possible if the number
of joint occurrences of discourse node and discourse collocate is
high. Infrequent items such as nuclear phase-out are thus not yet
suitable to be inspected.

made it into the German federal parliament in 2017) and
church (Kirche), evangelic (evangelisch), Jew (Jude), Muslim (Muslim), and Turk (Türke). These collocates are relatively stable over time and can both be found in 2011 and
2014.
In the energy transition paragraphs, however, other collocates become salient, such as future (Zukunft) and
human being (Mensch), alongside the more obvious
items energy transition (Energiewende) nature conservation (Naturschutz), (industrial or business) location (Standort). What can be seen here is thus a spill-over effect of the
energy transition debate into the very meaning of Germany,
putting more weight on environmental issues and eliminating others such as religious and ethnic communities.

6.

Conclusion and future research

Taking the Fukushima Effect as a case study, the present
paper has shown how to marry computational linguistic resources with corpus linguistic methods. It points out several
improvements over existing corpus linguistic techniques, in
particular visualization by means of breaking down word
vectors into two dimensions, and the definition of secondorder (discourse) collocates. From a hermeneutic stance, it
has shed light on the discourse that has been sparked after
the Fukushima incident and that has propagated through the
social network.
We report work in progress. In a next step, we will analyze further discourse nodes and connect the results from
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Figure 3: Collocates of the lexical item Germany (Deutschland) in the FAZ. Left hand panel: collocates when using the
whole corpus as data basis. Right hand panel: second-order-collocates of Germany in energy-transition paragraphs.
across German and Japanese newspapers as well as the
Twitter network. Further research is additionally necessary
to make the methodology consistent (especially with regards to window-, paragraph-, or article-based collocates).
Moreover, the Japanese Twitter data will be made usable by
means of MeCab with a specialized CMC dictionary (Sato
et al., 2017), and specialized word vectors will be created
from Japanese Wikipedia and German and Japanese CMC
data.
In the long run, we will also extend our data basis to more
newspapers (particularly a left-wing newspaper from each
country), and we will take into account behavioral operatorbased connectivities for Twitter data (namely non-verbal
actions like retweeting and replying to tweets).

7.
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Abstract

Patterns of scientific collaboration and their effect on scientific production have been the subject of many studies. In this paper, we
analyze the nature of ties between co-authors and study collaboration patterns in science from the perspective of semantic similarity of
authors who wrote a paper together and the strength of ties between these authors (i.e. how frequently have they previously collaborated
together). These two views of scientific collaboration are used to analyze publications in the TrueImpactDataset (Herrmannova et al.,
2017) (Herrmannova et al., 2017), a new dataset containing two types of publications – publications regarded as seminal and publications
regarded as literature reviews by field experts. We show there are distinct differences between seminal publications and literature
reviews in terms of author similarity and the strength of ties between their authors. In particular, we find that seminal publications tend
to be written by authors who have previously worked on dissimilar problems (i.e. authors from different fields or even disciplines), and
by authors who are not frequent collaborators. On the other hand, literature reviews in our dataset tend to be the result of an established
collaboration within a discipline. This demonstrates that our method provides meaningful information about potential future impacts of
a publication which does not require citation information.
Keywords: collaboration networks, publication impact, text mining, semantic similarity, semantometrics
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1. Introduction
Many studies have focused on scientific collaboration networks (Newman, 2004), patterns of scientific collaboration
across disciplines (Friedkin, 1980), and on how these patterns affect scientific production and impact (Guimerà et
al., 2005). Within this area, it has been shown that newcomers in a group of collaborators can increase the impact of the
group (Guimerà et al., 2005), and that high impact scientific production occurs when scientists create connections
across otherwise disconnected communities from different
knowledge domains (Lambiotte and Panzarasa, 2009).
Existing works studying scientific collaboration networks
have often focused either on properties of the network or on
topical information pertaining to the nodes in the network.
In this work we develop an approach which combines both
network and topical information about the nodes. In order to gain insight into the types of collaboration between
authors, we investigate the possibility of utilizing semantic
distance in co-authorship networks together with the concept of research endogamy (Montolio et al., 2013) – the
1

http://energy.gov/downloads/
doe-public-access-plan

tendency to collaborate with the same authors or within a
group of authors; and study how these types of collaboration reflect scientific importance.
In contrast to previous studies combining topical and network information (Glenisson et al., 2005; Janssens et al.,
2006), our approach is beneficial in that it does not require
citation information or a complete network, and can therefore be applied to newly published works. This approach,
which we have introduced in a previous publication (Herrmannova et al., 2017), belongs to a class of methods referred to as “semantometrics” (Knoth and Herrmannova,
2014). In contrast to the existing metrics such as bibliometrics, altmetrics or webometrics, which are based on measuring the number of interactions in the scholarly network,
semantometrics build on the premise that full-text is needed
to understand scholarly publication networks and the value
of publications. In this work we test our approach on a
dataset of publications regarded as seminal and publications regarded as literature reviews by field experts, and
compare these two publication types in terms of collaboration patterns.

2. Related Work
In this section, we review previous literature relevant to our
study. First, we discuss methods for measuring the strength
of ties in academic social networks, particularly research
endogamy. Next, we briefly discuss methods for detecting
communities in scholarly networks.

2.1.

Strength of Ties in Academic Social
Networks

Uncovering and studying patterns of academic social networks has been applied to many problems ranging from
identifying influential researchers (Fu et al., 2014) and
ranking conferences (Silva et al., 2014) to measuring re-
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search contribution (Rocha and Moro, 2016) and the diffusion of innovation (Valente, 1996). One of the first studies
focusing on the strength of ties in social networks (Granovetter, 1973) introduced the concept “weak ties”, i.e. ties
across rather than within different communities or groups,
and discussed the importance of these ties for diffusion processes. The tactic used to measure the strength of the tie
between two individuals has in this case been to measure
the proportion of common ties shared by the two individuals (Granovetter, 1973). Other approaches used to measure the strength of ties have been the frequency of contact (Granovetter, 1983), mutual acknowledgement of contact (Friedkin, 1980), or the likelihood of a tie re-appearing
in the future (Brandão et al., 2017). (Newman, 2004)
has proposed a measure of closeness of two authors which
combines information about how many papers two authors
wrote together and the number of other collaborators with
whom they wrote them.
Following the ideas of (Granovetter, 1973) and later
(Guimerà et al., 2005), who classified agents in a network
as incumbents and newcomers, and have shown newcomers to a group help to improve its performance, (Montolio et al., 2013) have used the degree of new collaborations to rank conferences. The degree of new collaborations
has been quantified using a new indicator called “research
endogamy”, which captures the inclination of a group to
usually collaborate together. (Montolio et al., 2013) have
shown the reputability of computer science conferences is
correlated with the endogamy of their authors – low endogamy (i.e. less frequent collaboration) tends to be associated with highly reputed conferences, while lower quality
conferences tend to publish articles by authors who have
collaborated together on many occasions. (Silva et al.,
2014) have applied the concept of endogamy to ranking
publications and patents, and have shown low endogamy
publications tend to receive more citations.
Overall, the aforementioned studies demonstrate the importance of connections across communities, diverse collaborations, and newcomers to a group. These patterns tend
to be associated with high impact academic production.
Hence, in this work, we use the concept of research endogamy of publications as defined by (Silva et al., 2014) to
measure the strength of collaboration of a group of authors.

2.2.

Semantic Similarity for Community
Detection

Two approaches commonly used to detect communities in
academic social networks are: (1) using the graph structure of the network or (2) using textual information of the
nodes, e.g. by calculating semantic similarity between the
nodes (Ding, 2011). These two approaches have also been
used together to create maps of scientific communities in a
specific field (Glenisson et al., 2005; Janssens et al., 2006)
and to identify similar researchers (Cabanac, 2011). However, the network-based approach poses a significant challenge. Community detection in incomplete networks is a
challenging task which requires the use of non-traditional
methods (Lin et al., 2012). However, the complete network
may not always be available, or may be difficult to obtain.
For example, in order to identify whether two authors are
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members of the same community or of different communities, complete information about each of their communities
(other authors and links between them) are needed.
Furthermore, network-based community detection has been
shown to result in communities which span diverse topics, while text-based community detection helps in detecting nodes focusing on a specific topic (Ding, 2011). As
we are interested in studying individual publications for
which we may not have complete neighborhood information, we chose the text-based approach, and use semantic
distance (the inverse of similarity) to measure the similarity of authors. This is also beneficial, as the textual similarity provides information complementary to the endogamy
measure, which is calculated using topological information. By combining these two approaches, we are able to
study collaboration networks not only from the perspective
of tie strength, but also from the perspective of whether
each tie represents potential knowledge transfer within or
across disciplines.

3.

Approach and Dataset

In (Herrmannova and Knoth, 2015), we have proposed a
classification of research publications in which publications
are divided into four groups (Figure 1) according to the semantic distance and the strength of ties between the publications’ authors. In this paper, we provide an evaluation
of this approach. To do this, we use the recently released
TrueImpactDataset (Herrmannova et al., 2017) (Herrmannova et al., 2017) which contains publications of two types,
seminal publications and literature reviews, and compare
the collaboration patters of these two types of publications
in terms of author distance and collaboration frequency.

Figure 1: Types of research collaboration based on semantic distance of authors, and their collaboration frequency.
The semantic distance of a pair of authors is calculated using their previous publication record.
d(p) =

1
|A(p)| · (|A(p)| − 1)

X

d(ai , aj )

(1)

ai ∈A(p),aj ∈A(p),ai 6=aj

Here A(p) is a set of authors of publication p. As explained
in (Herrmannova and Knoth, 2015), we calculate the distance for a pair of authors d(ai , aj ) by concatenating the
publications of each author into a single document. While
this is a very simplistic approach, it is also beneficial in
terms of complexity of the calculation.
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In order to measure the strength of ties between authors,
we combine the semantic distance with research endogamy
value of the publication. Research endogamy (Montolio et
al., 2013) is the tendency to collaborate with the same authors or within a group of authors. The research endogamy
of a publication is calculated based on research endogamy
of a set of authors A, which is defined similarly as the Jaccard similarity coefficient (Montolio et al., 2013; Silva et
al., 2014) (Equation 2). The research endogamy e(A) of a
set of authors is calculated as follows:
T
|
P (a)|
e(A) = Sa∈A
| a∈A P (a)|

(2)

Here P (a) represents a set of papers written by author a.
Higher endogamy value is related to more frequent collaboration between authors in A – a value of 1 means all authors
in A have written all of their publications together. On the
other hand, a group of authors who have never collaborated
together will have an endogamy value of 0.
Endogamy of a publication p is then defined as a mean of
endogamy values of the power set of its authors (Montolio
et al., 2013; Silva et al., 2014) (Equation 3).
e(p) =

P

x∈L(p)

endo(x)

|L(p)|

(3)

Here L(p) is the set of all subsets with at least two authors
Sk=|A(p)|
of p, L(p) = k=2
Lk (p), where Lk (p) = C(A(p), k)
is the set of all subsets of A(p) of length k.

3.1.

Methodology

To study the relation between author distance and research
endogamy we use our TrueImpactDataset (Herrmannova
et al., 2017), a multidisciplinary dataset of research publications containing seminal publications and literature reviews. We are interested in how these two types of papers
are situated with regard to author distance and research endogamy. We use the following methodology. For the publications in the dataset we collect and/or calculate the following measures: (1) author distance, (2) research endogamy,
(3) collaboration category (assigned to publications using
author distance and research endogamy, Figure 1), (4) total number of citations per publication, (5) number of citations normalized by number of authors, and (6) number
of citations normalized by publication age. To compare
seminal publications and literature reviews in our dataset
with regards to author distance and research endogamy we
use t and χ2 tests to determine whether the values of the
measures are statistically significant for seminal publications and literature reviews. To analyze whether author
distance and research endogamy help in distinguishing between seminal publications and literature reviews in our
dataset we also analyze the distributions of both features
and the placement of seminal publications and literature reviews within the four collaboration categories (Figure 1).

3.2.

Data

To collect all data needed for studying the measures introduced in Section 3., we have used three data sources:
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1. TrueImpactDataset2 (Herrmannova et al., 2017) (Herrmannova et al., 2017), which provides us with seminal publications and literature reviews,
2. Microsoft Academic (MA) API3 (Sinha et al., 2015)
which we use to collect metadata (particularly the information about authors and their publications) of the
papers in the TrueImpactDataset,
3. Mendeley API4 which we use to collect publication
abstracts.
Table 1 shows the size of the dataset. After collecting all
needed data the size of the original dataset was reduced to
144 publications (i.e. publications for which we were able
to obtain author information) – 75 literature reviews and 69
seminal publications. The row Number of authors shows
the total number of (non-disambiguated) authors of all papers in the dataset.
Publications in TrueImpactDataset
TrueImpactDataset publications in MA
Pubs with author information in MA
Number of authors
Total number of publications

314
298
144
758
27,653

Table 1: Dataset size. The table shows for how many of
the TrueImpactDataset publications we managed to get the
needed metadata and how many additional publications we
collected (i.e. including all other publications of the authors
in the TrueImpactDataset – row Total number of publications).

4.

Experiments

In this section, we investigate how seminal publications and
literature reviews are situated with regard to the extracted
features. To do this, we use the following methodology:
we take all of the 144 core papers and for each of them
collect the features defined in section 3.1.. To understand
whether seminal publications and literature reviews differ
in terms of these features we calculate an independent onetailed t-test for each feature except for the collaboration category feature which is categorical and for which we calculate χ2 test. The t-test is a measure commonly used to assess whether two sets of data are statistically different from
each other. In other words, it helps to determine the features
that can distinguish survey papers from seminal papers. To
test the significance, we set the significance threshold at
0.05. Furthermore, for each feature we create a histogram
and by comparing these histograms for the two publication
types we gain insight into norms and placement of seminal
and survey publications in terms of metrics.
The complete results of the t-test are presented in Table
2 and the histograms for the five numerical features are
shown in Figure 2. For four of the features we reject the
2

trueimpactdataset.semantometrics.org/
aka.ms/academicgraph/
4
dev.mendeley.com/
3
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Figure 2: Histograms of the five numerical features.

Metric
Mean author distance
Endogamy
Citations
Citations per year
Citations per author
Collaboration category

p-value
0.0327
0.3217
0.0012
0.0073
0.0110
0.0218

Table 2: Results of t- and χ2 tests.
Next, we analyze the collaboration category feature which
is assigned to publications using the values of author distance and research endogamy (Figure 1). We calculate χ2
test, which is a statistical test for categorical variables for
testing whether the means of two groups are the same, to
test whether the seminal publications and literature reviews
differ in terms of the collaboration category. The resulting
p-value is 0.0218 (Table 2), which is lower than our significance threshold of 0.05. This tells us that the means of the
two sets of papers differ.
Figure 2 shows the endogamy values for the dataset are
strongly skewed towards 0. Furthermore, the results of the
t-test suggest research endogamy by itself does not distinguish between the two publication types. However, when
combined with the author distance measure, a clear pattern
emerges, which is visible in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows the
relation between author distance and research endogamy,
represented as the number of publications belonging to each
collaboration category introduced in Figure 1. To create
this figure, we have first assigned each publication two values – its author distance and research endogamy. We have
then used median endogamy (0.0297) and median author
distance (0.4996) to separate the publications in the dataset
into the four categories presented in Figure 1.
The figure shows there are some differences between seminal publications and literature reviews. In particular, the
main difference between the two classes is that emerging collaborations (i.e. when the authors have not collaborated frequently together previously) are in our dataset
more common for seminal publications. On the other hand,
literature reviews seem to be a result of established collaborations within a discipline. These observations are consistent with previous studies which have shown that cross-

Seminal
Review
20

Publication count

null hypothesis of equal means. The t-test tells us the values of these four features are significantly different for the
two sets of papers.

15
10
5
0

em_inter em_intra es_inter
Collaboration type

es_intra

Figure 3: Number of publications belonging to each collaboration category across both publication types.
community citation and collaboration patterns are characteristic for high impact scientific production (Guimerà et
al., 2005; Lambiotte and Panzarasa, 2009; Montolio et al.,
2013). We believe this is an encouraging result which suggest semantic distance of authors combined with their endogamy value might be helpful in providing early indication of future impacts of a publication.

5.

Conclusions

This paper studied the relationship between semantic distance of authors which collaborated on a publication and
the strength of ties between these authors, which was assess
using research endogamy measure (a measure of collaboration frequency introduced by (Montolio et al., 2013)). More
specifically, we compared publications of two types – seminal publications and literature reviews – in terms of their
author distance and research endogamy values. Our results
show that there are distinct differences between these two
publication types in terms of collaboration patters. In particular, we found that seminal publications tend to be written by authors who have previously worked on dissimilar
problems (i.e. authors from different fields or even disciplines), and by authors who are not frequent collaborators
(i.e. emerging inter-disciplinary collaborations). On the
other hand, literature reviews in our dataset tend to be the
result of an established collaboration within a discipline (an
“expert group”). This demonstrates content analysis might
provide valuable information for research evaluation and
meaningful information about potential future impacts of a
publication which does not require citation information.
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Abstract
In the paper we present a new tool to evaluate lexical saturation of text corpora, where lexical saturation refers to a state in which it is
hard to find new lexemes outside the corpus. Estimation of the saturation degree for a given corpus contributes in a natural way to the
corpus quality evaluation. We propose saturation tests as a stopping criterion for subcorpora creation. Although the first application of
the TSCC tool is the evaluation of lexical coverage of corpora, it may be equally useful to study corpora representativeness for various
phenomena, and – more generally – their usefulness for corpus-based research, both theoretical and practical (as e.g. studies of
information impact). It may serve for cost evaluation of expensive engineering tasks in language competence modelling for AI purposes
as well as in literary research. The system (TSCC) is highly language independent, i.e. it may be applied directly or easily adapted to
any language in which the text units may be represented in alphabetic scripts. Its preliminary version (OCASSC) has been tested on a
corpus of clients’ opinions published by booking.com. The prototype will be freely distributed for beta testing.
Keywords: text corpora, corpora quality, lexical saturation tests, subcorpora creation, stopping criterion

1.

Introduction

Although there is consensus about fundamental importance
of linguistic data corpora (texts, recordings) for
investigating natural languages according to the worldobservation-based methodology of natural sciences, there
is still a need of commonly accepted methods for text
corpora evaluation. Initially, the size of the corpus was
considered as a sufficient quality measure for corpora but
quickly it has become clear that this is not an absolutely
effective solution for corpora quality evaluation. The need
of producing linguistic models for particular applications
brought the attention of language engineers to specific
linguistic phenomena. Consequently, corpora for language
modelling are supposed to be representative for the
phenomena in question1. As corpus collection is expensive
(time, effort) and difficult (legal issues), quality evaluation
of existing corpora is an important issue.
Representativeness of corpora was largely discussed in the
wider context of corpora quality sometimes opposed to the
concept of size as quality measure. In the frequently cited
paper Douglas Biber (1993) presented, without any formal
definition however, what it means to ‘represent’ a
language. He considered various aspects of this concept
taking into consideration language data stratification,
sampling and – last but not least – size. Biber’s work
provides argumentation in favor of both qualitative and
quantitative basis for corpus design (Kennedy, 1998).
In this study we follow the observation that “a huge corpus
is not necessarily a corpus from which generalization can
be made. A huge corpus does not necessarily ‘represent’ a
language or a variety of a language any better than a smaller
corpus” (Kennedy, 1998). This observation seems to be
particularly adequate in a study of local lexicographical
phenomena for which the question “how many tokens of a
1

We consider a corpus as representative for a given language
phenomenon, or a class of phenomena if it contains examples for
all relevant aspects of this phenomenon.

lexical item are necessary for descriptive adequacy” (ibid.)
is justified.

2.

Corpus Saturation

There exist various methods to estimate the
representativeness of a sample of data for a given
phenomenon. What they have in common is the evaluation
of the chance of finding a new manifestation of the
phenomenon outside the sample. In a representative sample
all relevant examples should occur at least once. If the
sample is (almost) representative then (almost) all newly
observed manifestations will be identical to some already
done. In particular, the size of the list of single
manifestations of the phenomenon (list of hapaxes) will
decrease or remain the same after each new observation.
The decrease in the number of manifestations results from
the increase in the corpus saturation with respect to the
considered phenomenon.

3.

Lexical Saturation

We will explore the concept of lexical saturation of a
corpus (cf. e.g. Kittredge 1983, also Vetulani 1989). This
concept appeared useful in research on the evaluation of the
size of virtual vocabulary of sublanguages2 (e.g. in the
context of machine translation) and was used to study
lexical saturation of corpora. Informally, we say that corpus
is lexically saturated when “new lexemes appear only
sporadically as a result of the extension of the corpus in a
natural way” (Vetulani 1989).
In order to study the lexical saturation we consider the
corpus to be a linearly ordered set of elements (words,
symbols etc.). For its initial segments of the length N we
observe the number of different words V. This function is
increasing and the observation of the growth of V informs
us about the degree of saturation of the corpus. The
2

See e.g. (Kittredge 1983).
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function may be represented graphically by a saturation
graph. Observations of corpora confirm that V grows
systematically with N but slower. The reason for this is that
the observed vocabulary becomes more and more
saturated, i.e. it is more and more difficult to introduce new
words into discourse (Vetulani 1989).
For a sound3 data gathering procedure it is crucial to have a
good stopping condition, i.e. criterion to stop
data collection. A good stopping condition will
prevent against collecting data beyond
necessity.
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restrict the search space. These are words included in the
so called reference list that may (but do not need) appear in
the investigated corpus and are formal indicators of the
relevant phenomena (for example, opinion adjectives, i.e.
adjectives that may be used to support an opinion, as
illustrated below). The program retrieves the input data to
create subcorpora of the length specified by the user and to

Let us consider the corpus as a linearly ordered
partition into segments of equal size.
Observation of the number of new words V in
the last segment informs us about the degree of
lexical saturation of the corpus. It follows that a
sufficiently small value4 of the ratio V/N is a
good candidate for the stopping condition.
Checking whether this stopping condition is
satisfied is called lexical saturation test.
If we intend to compare saturation degree
between corpora of different sizes it may be
convenient to calculate the ratio V/N for the
last segment representing X% of the whole
corpus (denoted V/N(X%) and called (X%
growth ratio) for all corpora (and then to
compare).
This method may be generalized in a natural
way to evaluate representativeness of a corpus with regard
to various phenomena. For example, in order to evaluate
the minimum size of a balanced opinion corpus we
performed experiments involving opinion adjectives (as
adjectives are – for most of languages – the main lexical
tool to support classification of opinions into negatives or
positives).
Notice. Lexical saturation as stopping condition may be
inadequate for corpus based studies of some global
phenomena where statistical methods demanding huge
amount of data or neural algorithms requesting large
training sets are in standard usage. (See e.g. McEnry and
Hardie (2012) or Peris et al. (2017)).

4.

OCASSC

In 2017 we implemented the system OCASSC (Opinion
Corpora Acquisition Software for Subcorpora Creation)
initially designed to create corpora of opinion texts. In
particular, it was used to randomly generate possibly small
subcorpora of a large collection of texts that could be
considered representative for studies of lexical instruments
to express opinions. For the purpose of investigation of
corpora representativeness for the given phenomena,
OCASSC system was equipped with a functionality that
enables execution of incremental saturation tests.
OCASSC requires two sets of input data. The first one is a
corpus in an XML format. Such a corpus may be generated
by the system OCAS (Vetulani et al. 2015). The second set
of data is a predefined list of elements whose role is to
3

Data gathering procedure is considered sound with respect to a
given objective, if it guarantees acquisition of all data necessary
to reach this given objective.

Figure 1: The OCASSC main screen
perform saturation test for the predefined reference list.

4.1

Input Data Examples

OCASSC accepts data in XML format where tags are used
to separate the meta-information from the opinion texts.
The (simplified) example provided below presents the
input compatible with the one used by the system OCAS
(Opinion Corpora Acquisition Software) for collecting
opinions (Vetulani et al. 2015).
<All>
<Review>
<HotelName>Gotyk House</HotelName>
<Positive>The welcome, the location and the wonderful
helpfullness and charm of the staff were notable. Breakfast was
simple and ample. We chose to go in the cold (-10C) and were
perfectly warm.</Positive>
<Negative>Would have liked a kettle in the room but accept
that fire considerations in such an old house prevented
it.Q</Negative>
</Review>
<Review>
<HotelName>Hotel Kazimierz</HotelName>
<Positive>The location was just what we wanted, the room was
clean and quiet and the staff were friendly and
helpful</Positive>
<Negative>nothing</Negative>
</Review>
<Review>
<HotelName>Hotel Polski Pod Białym Orłem</HotelName>
<Positive>Room was large for European standards and the bed
was so comfortable. Breakfast was good with a broad array of

4

The value is to be fixed depending on the purpose of the corpus
design and development.
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foods, they also had good scrambled eggs and sausages.
Would definitely stay here again.</Positive>
<Negative>Nothing, it was perfect for our stay in this beautiful
city.</Negative>
</Review>
</All>5

(We have underscored opinion adjectives)

4.2

On the other hand, application of OCASSC to the corpus of
34.800 opinions and to the set of all words as reference list,
shows that the corpus is far from being lexically saturated
as the 10% growth ratio for the reference list containing all
(general) vocabulary is relatively very high (0.453).
Consequently, a significant growth of the observed
vocabulary should be expected when proceeding to its
extension.

Output Data Examples

OCASSC was designed to generate subcorpora with the
desired properties (saturation), so the basic format of the
resulting subcorpora is the same as input. However, for
more readability the system may output data in a text
format.

5.

Experiment

Configuration of the OCASSC system requires a priori
definition of the search space for the phenomenon of
concern. In our experiment the search space was
determined by the list of all adjectives that may be used to
express opinion and which we consider interesting for our
purposes. To create this list we useed a corpus of 2040
opinions in English (for hotels in the city of Poznań). We
proceeded to manual annotation of all occurrences of
adjectives used as opinion words. The next step was to
create a frequency list of all annotated adjectives. This list
contained 490 various adjectives (for 11854 occurrences).
312 adjectives that occur more than once in the corpus were
used in the experiment as reference lists (we discarded
hapax legomena in order to limit the number of atypical
opinion words in the reference list). Then we applied
OCASSC to a corpus of opinions (in English) about hotels
in Poland containing over 850.000 of text words (34.800
opinions containing 28.371 different words) in order to
extract subcorpora of 2040 opinions. We applied the 10%
growth ratio (with respect to opinions) to evaluate the
degree of saturation for these subcorpora. In each of the
observed cases the ratio varied between 0.01 and 0.03.

TSCC – Text SubCorpora Creator

The purpose of the software is to create smaller corpora
from a large text corpus. Reusing the OCASSC system
architecture, we have designed and implemented (2017,

*******Gotyk House*******
Positive: The welcome, the location and the
wonderful helpfullness and charm of the staff
were notable. Breakfast was simple and ample.
we chose to go in the cold (-10C) and were
perfectly warm.
Negative: Would have liked a kettle in the room
but accept that fire considerations in such an old
house prevented it.
*******Hotel Kazimierz*******
Positive:The location was just what we wanted,
the room was clean and quiet and the staff were
friendly and helpful
Negative: nothing
*******Hotel Polski Pod Białym Orłem*******
Positive: Room was large for European
standards and the bed was so comfortable.
Breakfast was good with a broad array of foods,
they also had good scrambled eggs and
sausages. Would definitely stay here again.
Negatative: Nothing, it was perfect for our stay
in this beautiful city.

4.3
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Figure 2: The TSCC main screen
summer) a system operating in open (unformatted) text as
a tool for extracting subcorpora of any desired size from a
large corpus. In situations where the representativeness of
the corpus is closely related to its lexical completeness
(which is the case of sublanguages determined by restricted
application domains, such as e.g. the sublanguage of
metereological reports6) evaluation of the degree of lexical
saturation using TSCC may help to fix the stopping
criterion for creation subcorpora with desired properties.

5.1

TSCC v.1.0 Functionalities

The system processes the input corpus in the form of a
text(.txt file). The “Source Path” browse button will permit
the user to provide location and open the input text. The
input text may have a form of just one or several input files
contained in a folder. Selection of the source file or folder
will result in evaluation of the whole text (corpus) and the
total number of lines will be displayed. The next step is to
select the target folder like we did for selecting the source

5

Spelling and syntax are original.
The studies of the sublanguage of metereological reports were
the object of special interest in the classical linguistic and AI
literature ((Muller (1975), Kittredge (1983)).
6
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path. The output files will be put in a folder created by the
system.
After the input/output operations, the remaining processing
parameters must be declared. The corpus text will be
considered as composed of text lines grouped into
“documents” containing fixed number of lines. This
number, as well as the number of documents are to be
specified by the user. These two numbers will determine
the length of the subcorpus extracted and processed by
TSCC. Creation of documents may be done line by line
(default solution) or in a random way with respect to the
whole input corpus.
“Reference list” plays the same role as in OCASSC: it
defines the set of elements (words or special tags) to be
taken into account to define the saturation function (and
therefore determine the processing search space). The user
is supposed to use his/her own reference list (“Use my own
reference list” checkbox).
Finally, the user is supposed to declare one of the
following three functionalities: to create a subcorpus of the
specified size (button “Create files”), to calculate data for
the saturation test (button “Make Saturation Test”), or to
transform the input corpus into a reference list composed
of all word forms of the corpus7 (button “Extract Reference
list”). The results are being saved in the output folder.

5.2

Experiment

TSCC generates data necessary to draw the saturation

Figure 3: Saturation graph for all adjectives
observed in the corpus of 8920 text lines (hotel
opinions)
graphs for text corpora (function “Make Saturation Test”).
Figure 3 presents the graph for a corpus composed of 8920
lines randomly extracted from a larger corpus of hotel
opinions (given by Booking.com clients). The corpus
appears not large enough to be considered as lexically
saturated (for adjectives) because the increase of numbers
of adjectives is quasi linear after the first 4000 lines. Still it
is not very high, as the local increase speed expressed by
the 10% ratio equals 12 words per 1000 lines). (The 10%
7

This may be useful in order to evaluate the degree of
lexical saturation of the corpus with respect to the whole
lexicon, e.g. using the X% ratio method described above.
8
The Reader should however be warned that the saturation
parameters in the experiments of sections 4.3 and 5.2 ought
not to be confronted, as the reference lists (adjectives in
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ratio with respect to the number of text words equals
0.0012).8

6.

Possible Application in the Information
Impact Studies

Measuring information impact is an important practical
issue in many contexts: political, social (public security),
military, etc. Impact is measurable as far as information is
registered and stored in a systematic way, e.g. in form of
text corpora. As it is a rule in empirical studies, appropriate
sampling9 is crucial. TSCC, or equivalent tools, may be
useful in this venture but requires a careful selection of
reference lists of words as information filters. Examples
will be presented and discussed at the workshop. Below we
limit ourselves to the main ideas only.
Impact of an event may be estimated on the ground of the
registered information in the form of text. We will assume
that information we are interested in is represented in a text
corpus (called basic corpus), e.g. in a corpus of press news,
and that the event description may be identified by a list
(reference list) of terms (or concepts) (possibly including
proper names, acronyms, dates etc.). The reference list
must be individually defined for the events in question.
If an event may be identified (on the ground of the
reference list) through a search in small, random selected
samples (subcorpora) extracted from the basic corpus, (i.e.
it is easy to find in the basic corpus) then we will be entitled
to conclude that its impact is big. In practice, generation of
the samples (subcorpora) may be done using the TSCC
system for a predefined stopping criterion in order to
guarantee the appropriate saturation of the generated
samples by the elements of the reference list.
In a similar way we may evaluate what is the part of a welldefined subject area (with respect to other subject areas) in
the literary output of an author. In that case the whole
literary production of the author (or its representative
fragment) constitutes the basic corpus, and lexical formal
subject indicators form the reference list. It is in our
imminent plans to apply this method to analyze the literary
works of Polish writer and poet Julia Hartwig
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julia_Hartwig)
and
to
present the results at the CIDTD Workshop at LREC 2018.

7.

Further Research

We intend to further develop the TSCC system from the
point of view of literary research. In particular its utility
will be beta tested in the research on vocabulary structure
of particular authors and particular literary works. We hope
to prove its utility for stylometry. The beta prototype of the
TSCC tool will be released for LREC 2018 and distributed
under an open license.

both cases) are different. In particular, the used reference
lists are different and the Princeton WordNet list of
adjectives used in 5.2 is very poor in opinion-supporting
adjectives.
9
By sampling we mean here selection of subcorpora of
appropriate size (small).
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Abstract
This paper proposes a new financial index called Financial Attention Index (FAI) to measure an extent of a financial risk. A stock market
drastically changes when many novice investors participate in it. At the same time, they often posts messages on Social Networking
Service. Therefore, the FAI is calculated as ratio of financial related comments on microblog to detect a financial crisis. Furthermore,
we train a model to predict future stock prices from a history of stock values and the FAI. Results of experiments show effectiveness of
our proposed index to capture an impact of a financial crisis.
Keywords: Financial Index, Financial Crisis, Social Networking Service, Machine Learning

1. Introduction
A financial crisis, such as a drastic drop of stock prices, may
cause considerable losses to many investors. At the same
time, due to globalization, a financial crisis in one country
may influence stock markets across the whole world. Because a stock market is an innate complex, dynamic and
chaotic, the management of financial risk has been proved
to be a very difficult task. For many decades, researchers
have tried to analyze historical stock prices or a company’s
financial statements to measure financial risk (Fama et al.,
1969; Fama, 1991; Cootner, 1964). However, the results
were still not quite helpful for risk management.
In the Socio-economic Theory of Finance (Prechter Jr et al.,
2012; Prechter Jr and Parker, 2007), irrational speculation
behaviors play an import role in a financial crisis. Social
Networking Service (SNS), such as Twitter or Weibo, are
now widely used by large numbers of people. These social
networks provide us with a considerable amount of information that can be used to monitor the financial market and
which can also be used to predict a financial crisis.
The goal of this present research is to propose a new financial index that measures the extent of a financial crisis.
Microblogs are used as a source of our new index. The
hypotheses behind our financial crisis index are as follows.
• Not many investors focus on financial markets daily.
When a bull market begins and stock prices keep going
up, more beginners come into the markets.
• These people are intense and they make irrational
speculation decisions. This may cause a panic and this
can lead to a bear market. The behaviors of beginners
may make a financial risk more serious.
• When many novice investors come into the market,
they post messages about financial topics on SNSs.
Therefore, the intensity of attention towards finance
on microblogs can have a positive correlation with the
level of a financial bubble. In particular, the numbers
of financial messages posted on SNSs can be used as
a financial crisis index.

• This index can be used as an observable financial market singularity for risk management.
In this paper, we will also attempt to use our proposed financial crisis index to predict the financial market trend for
risk management. Specifically, a model to predict future
stock prices is trained with past stock prices and our index
that is derived from texts posted on a microblog. Given
that historical prices are sequential data, Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
have been used to predict a stock’s price (Chen et al., 2015;
Heaton et al., 2017). We train the LSTM and measure its
predictive ability to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed financial crisis index.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 explains our proposed
financial index for risk management. Section 4 presents the
training of the LSTM for prediction of stock values. Section 5 reports the results our experiments and evaluates our
proposed method. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Related work
2.1.

Financial analysis theory

Financial market analysis has been one of the most attractive areas of previous research. Many researchers have
tried to interpret the current financial situation from several
different academic perspectives. The econometrics theory
model is the most famous and influential of these methods.
In addition, many financial market studies have been based
on Fama’s Efficient Market hypothesis (Fama et al., 1969;
Fama, 1991). Although this hypothesis considers that the
current price of an asset always reflects all of the previous
information available for it instantly, it is impossible for us
to collect all of the necessary information to make a prediction of the future price.
The other famous economic theory is the Random-walk hypothesis (Cootner, 1964; Malkiel, 1973), which claimed
that a stock price changed independently of its history.
However, information other than historical prices can also
be used for stock price prediction, such as the financial
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news that is released every day. At the same time, this theory considers that it is impossible to predict a financial market. In contrast, many previous studies have already proven
that the stock market only followed those theories during
specific periods (Glantz and Kissell, 2013).

2.2.

Use of textual data for financial market
analysis

The previous studies have only worked on history data and
past stock prices. However, many other factors can be
taken into consideration when analyzing the market. For
example, thanks to their widespread use, textual information from Web forums and SNSs can be used for market
analysis.
Nguyen et al. proposed a method based on sentiment analysis on social media to predict the movement of stock
prices (Nguyen and Shirai, 2015; Nguyen et al., 2015). A
new topic model, called Topic Sentiment Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (TSLDA), infers topics and their sentiments simultaneously and has been incorporated into the prediction
model.
Jaramillo et al. proposed a method to predict a stock price
using a history of prices, and also the polarity of company
reports and news (Jaramillo et al., 2017). In this study, the
polarity of the texts is identified by Support Vector Machine
(SVM).
Jianhong et al. applied a deep learning method on
sentiment-aware stock market prediction (Li et al., 2017).
They tried to analyze sentiment of documents in a stock forum with a Naive Bayes model. They then trained an LSTM
neural network to a predict stock value using the results of
the sentiment analysis as an input.
Similar to these previous studies, we also use textual information for a stock market analysis. However, our main
focus is not to predict a stock’s value but instead to avoid
financial risk.

2.3.

Prediction of financial market and risk

Machine learning is often applied for financial market forecasting with historical data. These methods are important
related work because this paper also applies machine learning for stock movement prediction with our proposed index.
For example, Nelson et al. used LSTM neural networks
to predict stock market price movement (Nelson et al.,
2017). In addition, several methods have proposed to apply deep learning for multivariate financial series (Batresestrada, 2015; Heaton et al., 2017). Chen et al. used an
LSTM-based method for China stock market return prediction (Chen et al., 2015).
Although most researchers and investors care about a good
return in the financial market, managing risk can be more
important because it can help to avoid massive loss. Some
of the previous work on the financial risk management was
based on historical prices only; however, several studies
have also tried to use textual analysis.
For example, Niemira and Saaty proposed a method to
build Analytic Network Process model for financial crisis
forecasting (Niemira and Saaty, 2004). This paper trained a
turning point model to forecast a financial crisis likelihood
based on an Analytic Network Process framework.
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Meanwhile, Oh et al. proposed a method to use neural networks to support early warning system for financial crisis
forecasting (Oh et al., 2005). Using nonlinear programming, the procedure of DFCI (daily financial condition indicator) construction is calculated by integrating three subDFCIs, which are based on different financial variables.
Trusov et al. used company financial reports in a multirepresentation approach to text regression of financial
risks (Trusov et al., 2015). Finally, Kogan et al. also used
financial report regression for financial risk prediction (Kogan et al., 2009). In particular, they used Support Vector
Regression (SVR) as a prediction model.
Although these previous studies have tried to use textual
information for financial risk management, texts on SNS
were not given attention. In this paper, comments on Weibo
are used as a source of textual information for risk management.

3.
3.1.

Financial Attention Index

Definition

We propose to use the Financial Attention Index (FAI) to
measure the extent of a financial risk. The FAI is defined as
in Equation (1).
number of financial related
comments on SNS
F AI =
total number of comments on SNS
def

(1)

As discussed in Section 1, we suppose that financial topics
are to more mentioned and discussed on SNSs when many
novice investors participate in the market, which may cause
market instability. Therefore, the FAI is assumed to be positively correlated to a financial risk. Although a financial
crisis can be measured from various points of view, the FAI
can only be used a financial crisis index from one perspective.
Figure 1 shows the procedure to calculate FAI. The comments on SNS are classified to determine whether or not
they are related to financial topics. In this study, we will
use the Weibo. The number of financial comments and total comments are then counted to get the FAI. However, a
classifier of financial related comments is not trained from
Weibo comments and, instead, the labeled data of news articles is used for training.

Figure 1: Procedure to calculate FAI
In our research, FAI is calculated for every week; the number of comments posted in a period of one week is counted
to get FAI.
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3.2.

Calculating FAI

Table 1: News dataset

3.2.1. Type of classifier
Two kinds of financial classifiers are trained.

Class
Financial related
Stock related
Other

• Two-way classifier

This classifies a comment on Weibo as a financial or
non-financial related comment.

• Three-way classifier

This classifies a comment on Weibo into three classes:
(1) Stock-related, which is a comment related to the
stock market, (2) Financial-related, which is a comment related to financial markets such as future market, bond market and so on, but not related to the stock
market, and (3) Other, which is a comment not related
to financial topics. Because we mainly focus on analysis of stock prices to detect a financial crisis, we distinguish topics about stocks with other financial related
topics. When the three-way classifier is used for calculation of FAI, both stock-related and financial-related
comments are treated as financial comments.

3.2.2. Data collection
Two kinds of data are collected to calculate FAI.
Weibo dataset
Comments on Weibo posted from 2013-7-1 to 201612-5 are crawled. This period contains stable, bull,
and bear markets, as reported later. The number of
collected comments is 2,104,746. They are collected
with their posting time to calculate the FAI for each
period of one week.
News dataset
News articles are collected from two sources: the Tencent news website and the text collection of THUC
Project. Tencent includes the websites of general
news1 and financial news2 . In the latter, news stories
are categorized into several topics. The news in the
topic category of “The New Third Board”3 are used as
stock-related documents, while the news stories in the
other topic categories are financial-related documents.
News stories in the general news website are crawled
as other (non-financial) documents. The THUC text
collection is developed by Tsinghua University (Sun
et al., 2006). In this dataset, each document is annotated with its topic (stock related, financial related and
other). Table 1 shows the number of documents in the
news dataset.
The news dataset is used to train both the two-way
and three-way financial classifiers. When the two-way
classifier is trained, news articles of the stock and financial classes are treated as the financial related documents.
1

http://news.qq.com/
http://finance.qq.com/
3
A name of stock market in China
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Website
800,000
5,000
165,000

THUC Project
5,000,000
200,000,000
500,000,000

3.2.3. Training the classifier
SVM is used to train the financial classifier. SVM has been
widely applied in the classification of documents, such as
sentiment analysis. It is considered as the most appropriate learning algorithm for unbalanced datasets with a large
number of features. A linear function is chosen as the
kernel function of SVM. The gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka,
2010), sklearn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), scipy (Jones et al.,
2001 ) and jieba (Rossum and Guido, 1995) 4 tools are used
to train SVM.
Bag-of-words are used as features for training SVM. The
bag-of-words model is a simplified representation of a document, which is widely used in natural language processing and information retrieval (McTear et al., 2016). In information retrieval, a weight of an index term is often determined by the TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document
frequency), which reflects how important the term is in a
text collection (Jaramillo et al., 2017). In this study, the
function words are removed by preprocessing. All content words in a document are extracted as the features. The
weight of each feature is set as the TF-IDF score.
We found that the number of the features was high; that
is, nearly 200,000. Therefore, we apply Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) to reduce the feature space. LSA is used
to reduce the size of a matrix of words by documents using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). In this study, the
number of the features is reduced to 50.

4.

Stock price prediction with FAI

To evaluate its risk management ability, the FAI is used to
predict a stock index. LSTM (Xiong et al., 2015) is chosen
to train the prediction model because it is well used in the
prediction of time series. In our model, the input of LSTM
is a time sequence of either the stock index, a difference
of the stock index, or FAI. The difference of the stock index is defined as a change of the stock index between the
current and previous periods. We also train a model where
these three kinds of values are concatenated as a vector and
passed to the input layer of LSTM. The output of LSTM
is a stock index of the next period. We define a period of
LSTM as one transaction day. Note that FAI is calculated
for each week. If the FAI is used for LSTM, then the same
value is entered during days in a week. Our LSTM structure consists of one input layer, two LSTM layers and one
output layer. The input and output layers consist on one
neuron node. The first and second LSTM layers contain 5
and 100 nodes, respectively.
LSTM is learned through training by the Python deep learning library Keras (Chollet, 2015). The activate function in

2

4

It is used for word segmentation of Chinese texts.
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LSTM units is ‘linear’. The model is trained by the rmsprop method with 1 example in a batch, with categorical
cross entropy as the objective loss function. The validation
fraction is set as 0.1%. The learning rate is set as 0.001. All
of the initial weights are set to be small positive constant
values. To prevent overfitting, a dropout is set at 20% and
an L2 regularization constraint is set as 0.01.

5.
5.1.

Evaluation

Classification of financial comment

The classifier to judge whether a comment is related to financial topics takes an import role in FAI. First, the financial classifier is empirically evaluated by a 10-fold cross
validation on our news dataset. The performance of the
classifier is measured by the accuracy, which is defined as a
ratio of the number of correctly classified comments to the
total number of comments.
Table 2 shows the accuracy of the two-way and three-way
classifiers. Recall that the comments are classified as either “financial-related” or “other”, even when the three-way
classifier is used, while both stock-related and financialrelated comments are regarded as financial-related comments.
Table 2: Result of classification of financial comments
Model
Two-way classifier
Three-way classifier

Accuracy
83.35%
86.18%

The performance of the financial classifiers is satisfying.
We found that the three-way classifier outperformed the
two-way classifier and, therefore, the three-way classifier
is used in our next experiments.

5.2.

Correlation between FAI and the real stock
index

To evaluate how well the FAI can work when used to predict a financial crisis, the correlation between FAI and a
real stock index is measured. Given that our FAI is derived
from comments of Weibo, which is a Chinese microblogging service, the SSE Composite Index (SCI) is chosen as
the stock index in this experiment. The SCI is computed
from the stock prices of Chinese companies. It is a tool that
is widely used by investors to describe the market.
The SCI values are obtained from the Finance Sina website5 . The dataset contains the SCI values of 679 trading days during 2013-10-28 to 2016-8-2, which is almost
the same period where the comments on Weibo are downloaded.
The F -test, which is a common method for statistical test, is
applied to measure the correlation between FAI values and
the real SCI values for 679 trading days. We also apply the
F -test between FAI and the difference of the stock index,
in addition to the stock index and the difference.
Table 3 shows the results of the F -test. It can be seen that
FAI strongly correlates with the stock index, but not with
the difference of the stock index. It seems difficult to measure the change of the stock index using only FAI.
5

http://finance.sina.com.cn/
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Table 3: Result of F -test
Two variables
FAI vs. Stock Index
FAI vs. Difference
Stock Index vs. Difference

5.3.

F-test
0.000111
0.0155
0.00718

Prediction of stock index movement

5.3.1. Experimental setting
Our LSTM-based stock index prediction model is evaluated
for its ability to predict not the stock index but, instead, a
movement of the stock index. More precisely, we consider
a task to classify a movement of the stock index in one week
into one of the following three classes.
Up : This is a case where the stock index goes up by T or
more, as shown in (2),
Pe − Ps > T.

(2)

, where Ps and Pe are the stock index at the start and
end of the period, respectively.
Keep : This is a case where the stock index does not
change drastically as shown in (3),
|Pe − Ps | ≤ T.

(3)

Down : This is a case where the stock index goes down by
T or more, as shown in (4),
Pe − Ps < −T.

(4)

We set T as 0.02 in this experiment.
We have chosen 120 continuous weeks in our stock index
dataset to be used as test periods. For each test period, all
of the past values are used as the training data as shown in
Figure 2. Note that more training data is available when
the stock movement of the later week is predicted. For the
first test period, data of previous 80 transaction days is prepared for training. We chose this experimental setting so
that more data can be used for training the LSTM.
5.3.2. Evaluation criteria
Two evaluation criteria are used in this experiment:
Accuracy
This is a proportion of the number of the test periods
for which the predicted movement class agrees with
the true class.
No Lost Accuracy
The main goal of this research is not to help investors
get a good return but to help them avoid financial
risks. Consequently, it is more important to predict
the movement “Down” to avoid making a loss. Therefore, we introduce another criterion, which is called
“No Lost Accuracy”. This is the accuracy of the stock
movement prediction task where the test periods are
classified as either “Down” or not. That is, “Up”
and “Keep” classes are merged into one class: “NotDown”.
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Table 5: Prediction for different situations

Figure 2: Test and training periods of prediction model
5.3.3. Result and discussion
Table 4 shows the Accuracy (A) and No Lost Accuracy
(NLA) of four different prediction models. Here, “SI”,
“DI”, “FAI” stand for the model using only the stock index, the difference of the stock index, and FAI, respectively.
“All” stands for the model using three values.
Table 4: Results of the stock movement prediction
Model
A
NLA

SI
31.1%
47.9%

DI
42.9%
62.2%

FAI
41.2%
54.6%

All
35.3%
57.1%

From these results, it can be seen that “FAI” is better than
“SI” in terms of Accuracy and No Lost Accuracy. This indicates that FAI is effective and is able to predict the movement of the stock index. When combining FAI with other
indexes, the No Lost Accuracy is also improved ; however,
“FAI” does not outperform “DI”. Therefore, it is found that
the difference of the stock index is a strong indicator of the
movement of the stock market.
Figure 3 shows a change of SSE Composite Index in our
dataset. Both a bull market and a bear market are found
in this graph. To evaluate the performance of the prediction models in different situations (bull market, bear market
etc.), we divide the test periods into 12 terms, where each
term consists of 10 test periods (10 weeks), and we then
measure an average of Accuracy and No Lost Accuracy on
each term. The results are shown in Table 5. The tables include the situation, which is graphically shown in Figure 3,
for each term.
The results of our experiment show a tendency for the
“FAI” model to achieve better performance than the other
models in both a bull and a bear market. In particular, it
is good on a front bull situation (T5). In terms of a bear
market (T8, T9, and T10), the “FAI” model is better than
or comparable to the others. These results indicate that FAI
is effective and it is able to predict a drastic movement of
the market. In contrast, the model using the difference of
the stock index (DI) works well for stable situations. The
model using the stock index (SI) has the worst results in
our experiment. Unexpectedly, the “All” model is not al-

Term
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12

(a) Accuracy
Situation SI
DI
stable
50% 60%
stable
10% 60%
stable
30% 40%
prim bull 30% 70%
front bull 40% 30%
mid bull
40% 30%
late bull
20% 50%
front bear 20% 30%
mid bear
10% 40%
late bear
40% 20%
stable
30% 40%
stable
44% 56%

Term
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12

(b) No Lost Accuracy
Situation SI
DI
FAI
stable
70% 60% 50%
stable
10% 80% 60%
stable
70% 60% 50%
prim bull 50% 90% 40%
front bull 60% 50% 100%
mid bull
50% 50% 50%
late bull
30% 60% 40%
front bear 40% 50% 50%
mid bear
30% 60% 70%
late bear
50% 50% 50%
stable
50% 70% 50%
stable
67% 67% 44%

FAI
40%
50%
40%
10%
90%
40%
40%
40%
30%
50%
40%
22%

All
40%
40%
20%
50%
50%
40%
30%
0%
50%
10%
50%
44%
All
70%
70%
20%
50%
80%
70%
50%
50%
60%
40%
70%
56%

ways the best choice. Although three values are simply
combined as one input vector in our model, this might be a
bit too naive.

6.

Conclusion

This paper investigates whether the financial attention of
investors as measured from a large collection of comments
on Weibo could predict a down occasion on the SSE Composite Index (SCI). The FAI is defined as a proportion of
the financial related comments and estimated by the financial classifier trained from the news articles. The FAI, in
addition to the stock index and the difference of the index,
were used as the input of the LSTM model to predict the
future stock index.
The results of our experiment showed that the accuracy of
the LSTM with FAI was no better than the model with the
difference of the stock index on average but it was better
or comparable in bear markets. Therefore, the FAI can be
an effective index to predict a financial risk and this can
help investors to avoid making a massive loss. In addition,
the FAI can also effectively predict the beginning of a bull
market because the prediction model with FAI worked well
in a front bull term. That is, the FAI can be used to detect
turning points in a stock market, no matter if prices move
down or up.
Although the results of the experiments have proven the effectiveness of our proposed method, there is still room for
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Figure 3: Change of SSE Composite Index
improvement. Given that the number of SNS comments
might be insufficient, we plan to get more comments from
Weibo to improve the quality of the FAI. Currently, three
indexes (the stock index, the difference of the index, and
FAI) are simply concatenated in our LSTM-based prediction model; however, a means to combine them should be
explored in more detail. Consequently, in our future work,
we will investigate the design of a structure of LSTM to
accept multiple inputs.
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Abstract
The actual or anticipated impact of research projects can be documented in scientific publications and project reports. While project
reports are available at varying level of accessibility, they might be rarely used or shared outside of academia. Moreover, a connection
between outcomes of actual research project and potential secondary use might not be explicated in a project report. This paper
outlines two methods for classifying and extracting the impact of publicly funded research projects. The first method is concerned with
identifying impact categories and assigning these categories to research projects and their reports by extension by using subject matter
experts; not considering the content of research reports. This process resulted in a classification schema that we describe in this paper.
With the second method which is still work in progress, impact categories are extracted from the actual text data.
Keywords: research reports, impact assessment, impact categories, corpus analysis

1.

Introduction

The disciplinary field and activity of “impact assessment”
(IA) are concerned with identifying, estimating, or
understanding the consequences of infrastructures,
objects, actions, and information on individuals, groups,
or society (Latane, 1981). One application domain of IA is
scientific research. Research results are mostly available
as scientific textual products, e.g., research publications
and project reports. It might be challenging for academic
institutions,
funding
organizations1,
and
other
stakeholders of academic research to reliably identify
methods or outcomes mentioned in project reports that
have led to additional benefits of the work beyond the
project, especially outside of academia. In other words,
while academic impact is often achieved through
publications and presentations by the researchers who did
the work, the impact of research on society might be less
obvious and hard to measure. Doing so matters though as
the transfer of academic knowledge becomes increasingly
important to researchers, funders, and society.
Due to a lack of standardized structure and language use
in written descriptions of research projects and results
across disciplines, studying and analyzing the impact or
impact opportunities of research outcomes requires human
domain experts and/or advanced technical solutions to go
through the texts and extract the relevant information. For
humans, this task is expensive in terms of time and
expertise, and automated solutions are yet to be
developed. Additionally, manual evaluation is limited by
1

Some funding organization have an explicit mission to develop
methods for increasing impact and transferring research results.

the large and growing number of research papers. As
research papers are heterogeneous linguistic products,
analyzing them semantically or developing automatic
procedures to impact measurement or prediction are
challenging and complex tasks.
To address these limitations, in our joint collaborative
project TextTransfer2, we aim to evaluate the impact of
publicly funded research projects beyond academia by
using an interdisciplinary, mixed-methods approach. The
impact evaluation in this project is based on final reports
that are collected by the German National Library of
Science and Technology (TIB)3 upon projects completion.
In this paper, we propose a new methodology for
capturing and classifying non-academic impact of
research projects by combining subject matter expertise
with computational techniques (natural language
processing, machine learning). We use two methods to
identify the impact of research projects: First, we identify
external (to the project reports) and objective indicators of
impact. Second, we analyze project reports for mentions
or indicators of impact. We will compare the results from
both methods to better understand the types and
magnitude of impact of projects along various dimensions
(e.g., monetary versus non-monetary, sociopolitical vs.
non-sociopolitical, etc.).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the
second section, we synthesize the theoretical foundations
of impact studies. In the third section, we explain our two
approaches for defining and extracting impact (external
versus text-based). In section four, we mention our
2

http://www1.ids-mannheim.de/direktion/fi/projekte/texttransfer
.html
3
https://www.tib.eu/de/
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preliminary outcomes and next steps. Finally, section 5
outlines potential future uses for the project final
outcomes.

2.

Theory and background on impact

Impact assessment (IA) has been studied and practiced for
several decades in various disciplines and application
domains, e.g., environmental studies (D. R. Becker,
Harris, McLaughlin, & Nielsen, 2003; H. A. Becker,
2001; Vanclay, 2003), psychology (Latane, 1981), and
media studies (Nisbet & Aufderheide, 2009; Whiteman,
2004). Across fields, the benefits of IA include facilitating
decision-making processes, and minimizing risks while
maximizing returns of investments.
The goals with IA are typically to broadly identify and
precisely understand a project’s future consequences.
Gaining a clear and comprehensive understanding of a
project is a precondition to be able to achieve these goals.
Such an understanding is also key to designing methods
for tackling anticipated problems or troubleshooting
emerging issues. To gain such an understanding, after
proposing a plan or project, scientists consult with domain
experts, collect data, and study similar prior projects. As
part of theses processes, assessors aim to get familiar with
the domain-specific, local, and regional settings, norms,
and regulations. Methods for gaining a localized and
contextualized understanding of a situation include
surveys and interviews. The resulting findings can then
inform the planning of proper actions or adjusting plans.
In the following sub-sections, we briefly discuss
approaches to IA in the fields of environmental studies,
information science, and library science.

2.1

Environmental Studies

Vanclay defines “social impact assessment” (SIA) as the
study and analysis of the consequences of a planned or
unplanned event, the steps that practitioners take to assess
the impact of an event, and the development of strategies
for monitoring and managing those impacts (Vanclay,
2003). After identifying probable impacts on humans, the
economy, or the environment, a plan will be designed and
shared with the public. That plan might then be changed
due to suggestions and feedback. The updated plan will be
delivered to participating organizations. Post-project
monitoring may also be conducted (H. A. Becker, 2001;
Vanclay, 2006).
SIA was first introduced in the National Environment
Policy Act (NEPA) around 1960. Later, scientists formed
a committee for “Social Impact Assessment” in order to
meet the requirements defined in NEPA for private sector
organizations ("Guidelines and principles for social
impact assessment," 1995).
The IA approach presented for our study differs from SIA
as we conduct assessment ex post facto to identify
indicators for or correlations of text-based or projectbased features, respectively, with secondary and
subsequent (typically after project completion) outcomes
of research projects. In the long run, academic research
practices could adopt lessons learned from SIA to
proactively anticipate lateral or subsequent consequences
of their work on society. In fact, some funding agencies
require grant applicants to specify the “broader impacts”
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of their work. For example, the National Science
Foundation of the U.S. defines broader impacts as “the
potential of the proposed activity - beyond the research,
per se - to benefit the Nation”, which may include
promoting education, broadening the “participation of
underrepresented groups”, enhancing “infrastructure for
research and education”, advance “scientific and
technological understanding”, and benefits to society
("Broader impacts review criterion," n.d.).

2.2

Information Science

As IA in environmental studies aims to anticipate
potential effects of future actions, IA of media and
information focuses on the influence of information on
people and society. This perspective has gained attention
in recent years as funders and producers aim to measure
the impact of information products on people (Diesner,
Kim, & Pak, 2014; Diesner & Rezapour, 2015; John &
James, 2011; Karlin & Johnson, 2011). A primary goal of
information products, producers, and funders is often to
raise awareness about issues in the general public (Clark
& Abrash, 2011). Data collection and analysis approaches
in this area can entail mixed-data and mixed-methods
studies, for example, they may combine 1) qualitative
analysis of interviews with 2) quantitative analyses of
surveys or web metrics.
Impact of information can be divided into influence on the
macro, meso, and micro level as explained next.
Macro-level impact refers to changes on the societal level,
e.g., legislative and policy changes that result in raised
awareness ("Impact glossary," n.d.). Impact of usergenerated (e.g., social media) or professionally-generated
(e.g., mainstream media) information on society may also
entail changes in discourse and culture.
Meso-level impact refers to changes on the corporate and
institutional level (Chattoo, 2014; "Impact glossary,"
n.d.), and can also include change in the structure of
communities or the formation of new communities
(Chattoo, 2014).
Micro-level impact refers to influence on individual
people, such as 1) changes in awareness, 2) affecting
behavior, cognition, and emotions, and 3) motivating civic
engagement (Barrett & Leddy, 2008; Chattoo, 2014; Clark
& Abrash, 2011; Karlin & Johnson, 2011). The aggregate
of these effects can also result in the aforementioned
higher-level types of impact. Based on surveys, closed
group interviews, and data mining techniques, it was
found that individuals indicated change in behavior and
knowledge associated with watching films (Blakley,
Huang, Nahm, & Shin, n.d.; Schiffrin, 2014; Schiffrin &
Zuckerman, 2015). Rezapour and Diesner (2017) studied
the impact of information products on individuals by
analyzing film reviews and identifying and measuring
different types of micro-level impact, such as changes
versus reaffirmation in personal behavior, cognition, and
emotions. (Rezapour & Diesner, 2017)
Relating these insights to measuring the impact of
research reports, we acknowledge that research outcomes
may intend to or potentially have an impact on all of these
levels (macro, meso, micro).
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2.3

Library Science

IA in the field of library science focuses on designing and
creating efficient systems to meet the needs of customers
and enhancing customer experience. Additional goals
include increasing the influence of libraries, e.g., via
outreach activities. To assess library services and systems
based on this conceptualization of impact, one needs to 1)
understand library or information users and their needs,
and 2) employ a combination of qualitative and
quantitative research methods (Connaway & Radford,
2016).
In the areas of bibliometrics and scientometrics, the
impact of scholarly work on the scientific community
has traditionally been measured by considering citation
counts, and calculating metrics over these counts, such as
the h-index (Bornmann & Daniel, 2005; Hirsch, 2005).
More recent efforts, such as the altmetrics movement, also
consider the impact on research beyond academic, e.g., by
analyzing mentions of research on social and traditional
media, or tracking the sharing and reuse of resources and
data (Piwowar, 2013; Priem, Taraborelli, Groth, &
Neylon, 2010).
The project described in this paper builds upon prior
insights from various disciplines as outlined above, and
expands alternative ways to study the impact of scholarly
work. Our work is based on the assumption that regardless
of the type and application domain of impact, information
products can affect people, communities or society in a
direct or indirect manner. We acknowledge that while the
findings from research projects, especially from basic
research, may not directly influence people’s daily lives,
they can lead to fundamental changes and restructurings
of different aspects of society in the long run. Making this
transition may require transfer from fundamental research
to applications, moving from illustrative applications and
limited samples to findings of general applicability and
scalable performance, etc. Our project aims at identifying
text-based indicators for or correlations with such
subsequent outcomes.

3.

Impact of research projects beyond
academia

As mentioned before, the TextTransfer project is
concerned with evaluating the impact of research projects
based on their final reports. These reports are collected by
the TIB after project completion. We do not study the
academic impact of these reports or projects, but their
impact beyond academia.
Our text corpus for analysis consists of the text version
(PDF) of project reports, meta-data about the project (e.g.,
duration, partners), and meta-data on the reports (e.g.,
number of pages).
Our work is based on the assumption that reports on
projects with subsequent impact beyond academia have
text-level characteristics or indicators that can be
distinguished from reports of projects with no or little
proven effects after completion. For the later intended
stage of building a classifier, we also assume that these
indicative features not only occur in the reports that we
examine, but also generalize to other reports.
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Our goal is to develop a computational methodology for
detecting and classify impact indicators in large amounts
of texts in a short amount of time and with high accuracy.
We aim for this work to help libraries and funders to
efficiently assess potential future uses of research
projects. We hope that this work can also inform efforts to
develop automated processes for identifying the potential
usages of projects based on scientific texts. Our work is
not intended to motivate the reverse engineering of impact
(from hopes to texts).

3.1

Dataset

We analyze final reports of publicly funded projects with
the specific focus on the question if the results of the
projects have been put to usage outside of science after
the project ended. A project can have one or more reports;
the latter applies for example to projects with multiple
independent but collaborating partners. Since the number
of reports available in TIB is large4, we selected a sample
based on the following criteria, which all projects in the
sample must meet:
 report(s) digitally available in the TIB library
(PDFs and metadata),
 project domain: electro-mobility,
 project profile: technology and promotion of
innovation,
 project completion: between 2005 and 2015,
 at least two partners,
 at least one academic project partner.
The resulting sample contained about 450 projects. Since
the reports are in PDF format, they must be converted into
a format suitable for automatic processing. We chose to
convert them into both plain text and TEI-I5 format. Since
we are only interested in the text content, non-textual data
like pictures, complex mathematical typesetting, and table
layouts are not being remodeled in the destination formats
as doing so is error-prone and of no avail for textual
analysis. We acknowledge that these elements might be of
use for analysis at some point, but multi-modal data
analysis is beyond the scope of the current work on this
project.
Next, we need to classify the projects with respect to
impact on the non-academic community. We do this in
two ways: First, by identifying objective evidence of
project impact regardless of the reports (detailed in
section 3.3). Second, by assessing impact only based on
the text content of the project reports (detailed in section
3.4).

3.2

Impact definition and measurement

As mentioned in section 2, IA has been studied and/or
practiced for decades in various fields and application
domains. For some of these fields and domains, defining
impact may be a clear and straightforward task. Also,
assessing impact may involve qualitative and quantitative
research.
4

In November 2016 the TIB collection comprised about 256000
printed and 75000 electronic documents of which 65097 are
openly accessible in PDF format.
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Figure 1: Classification scheme for external impact categories

The process of defining and measuring impact of research
projects beyond academia is challenging for the following
reasons. The first issue is timing: it might take time after
project completion to convert research findings and other
outcomes into knowledge, activities, services, products,
etc. that affect society. The time span between project
completion and impact can vary widely. Also, we are
solely relying on project reports of the completed projects.
These reports may describe impact that has already been
realized (which is easy to identify), or anticipate future
impact, which might not be realized (which requires
careful distinction between potential and actual impact).
The second issue is defining impact of research projects.
Impact can be direct (e.g., a new online service),
immediate (within the project lifetime and reporting),
indirect (the contribution of the project is not obvious to
the public), or delayed (after project completion and
reporting). In order to be be able to distinguish these
aspects, we use two different approaches to define and
measure impact. We will also test the congruence of these
approaches.
The first approach is deductive: we define external impact
categories of research projects, and let experts assess the
impact for every project in our project sample regardless
of the project reports. We then perform text analysis
techniques to find correlations between the texts and
externally defined and identified impact of the related
projects. This approach is based on the assumption that
some text features in the project reports might correlate
with impact categories, which are detailed in section 3.3.
The second approach is to let human coders analyze
project reports from our sample of reports, and identify
and mark up text-based indicators of impact. We will then
use the analysis results for deductive learning. This step is
described in section 3.4.
In the final step, we will compare the results from both
approaches in order to find out if text-level impact aligns
with expert judgment on the project level impact.

3.3

Externally defined impact categories and
measurement

Our first approach is to define external impact categories
of research projects, and to let experts assign applicable
categories to the projects in our sample. In a first step, we

defined six objective impact indicators/criteria for
research projects in general:
 Economic impact: refers to the use of research
results in the private sector, e.g., the development
of a business model.
 Income impact: refers to additional income for
research institutions, e.g., selling licenses or
establishing research contracts.
 Technical impact: refers to technologies that are
used outside of the original project, e.g.,
prototype development or process development.
 Socio-cultural impact: occurs when a project
influences societal groups or institutions like
schools, local authorities, foundations, or clubs.
Also includes activities such as starting a grassroot initiative.
 Political impact: refers to using the project
results in political or jurisdictional contexts, e.g.,
contributions to a new law, or informing political
advice.
 Environmental and ecological impact: refers to
changes of ecological or environmental aspects,
e.g. environmental reports or weather data
collection.
We then created two higher-order categories that we
associated with these six categories: “monetary impact”
and “non-monetary impact”, and based on that, four
classes: "monetary impact" (VMON), “non-monetary
impact” (VNMO), “monetary and non-monetary impact”
(VBOTH) and “no impact” (VNONE), see Figure 1.
Monetary impact of a project considers the indicators for
economic impact and income impact. The non-monetary
impact considers the other four indicators. Any given
project must be categorized with one of two possible
labels for each of the six indicators: the first label is the
positive one (e.g., “ECON” means the project has
economic impact), and the second label is the negative
one (e.g., “ECNONE” means the project has no economic
impact). According to our impact type classification
schema (Figure 1), the categories of “monetary impact”
and “non-monetary” impact are not collected separately,
but derived from the six pre-defined indicators.
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In order to label the projects in our sample according to
this schema, we tried two methods: First, we did a web
search on several projects to find objective evidence for
our impact indicators. This process turned out to be
heavily time consuming, and not all relevant information
about a project’s impact could be found online. Therefore,
we used a second method: Based on the project reports,
the main person per project was identified, contacted via
email, the purpose of the contact was explained to them,
and they were asked for their permission to perform an
interview with them regarding the project. If they agreed,
they were asked to answer questions about ten aspects of
the project impact. Based on their answers, the project
was classified accordingly. For projects with multiple
reports, we assigned the impact classes to each report on
the project.

3.4

Text-based definition and measurement of
impact categories

The impact categories described in the previous section
are external to the project reports. While we assume the
resulting labels to relate to the project reports, they might
be independent of the reports. For this reason, we also
pursue a second approach, i.e., identifying impact solely
based on the project reports. For this task, we first asked
human annotators to read a sample of project reports, and
based on that, suggest impact categories that they see in
the data. These annotators are not aware of the externally
defined classification schema. Hence, the text-based
impact categories may or may not overlap with the
external ones. In the next step, we will review the
suggested categories and synthesize them into a formal
system of categories, resulting in a codebook. The
codebook will then be used by at least two independent
annotators to mark up a larger set of project reports from
our sample. After finishing the document annotation and
measuring intercoder reliability, we plan to train a
classifier for impact types and categories using the
annotated data for training, so that we can use the
resulting model to label projects automatically for their
potential impact.

4.

Preliminary outcomes

We have completed the definition of external impact
categories, and the project reports in our sample are being
labeled accordingly. Identifying the text-based impact
categories is work in progress that we will report on in the
workshop presentation.
As soon as all projects are labeled using the two different
methods, we will extract features, train classifiers,
evaluate their accuracy, and conduct an error analysis.
Finally, we will test the congruence of the two selected
methods for measuring impact.

5.

Discussion

Ideally, the outcomes of research projects include or lead
to broader impacts, i.e., benefits to society beyond the
research project per se. With our approach, we hope to
allow researchers as well as other stakeholders of publicly
funded research to assess how research projects might
have different kinds of impact (economic, sociopolitical,
environmental, etc.).
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By enhancing the meta-data of the project reports with our
impact categories, we also want to provide a valuable
resource for the interested community. We aim for the
approach described in this paper to be applicable to
research and application areas beyond electro-mobility.
The impact categories might need to be customized for
other application domains, but the overall research design
should still be applicable.
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